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n this issue, Airport Magazine offers a package of related
articles to illustrate our cover theme of airport technology.
Bill DeCota, director of the aviation department for the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, leads off our
coverage with a piece on the pressing need for implementation
of NextGen. This is followed by an article on the Airports
Geographic Information System (AGIS) by Robert Bonanni, P.E.,
a national resource engineer at FAA; a “green” deicing feature;
and an article on the sustainability aspects of the renovations at
Nantucket (Mass.) Memorial Airport.
Other articles in this issue include the second half of the
Airport Magazine concessions trends roundtable; an operations
column by Al Stuart, A.A.E., superintendent of operations at
Salt Lake City International Airport; a LessonsLearned column
on the composting efforts underway at Denver International
Airport; a feature on noise mitigation at general aviation
airports; and much more.
We thank our advertisers in this issue: Arconas, ASSA High
Security Lock, Burns & McDonnell, Delta Airport Consultants,
DME Corp., Genetec, GeoEye, Hudson Group, Kimley-Horn,
Michael Baker, NATCA, Off the Wall, PBS&J, RS&H, Ricondo
& Associates, C. Kell-Smith and Associates, Siemens and the
Transportation Security Clearinghouse.
We appreciate the support of these companies, which
helps to make our magazine possible. Please show them your
support in return.
Special features of the Airport Magazine Web site (www.
airportmagazine.net) allow readers around the globe to access the
current issue, as well as research an archives section that provides
access to all issues for the past three years. A full-color interactive
flip book for each issue allows readers to print out articles. And, of
course, our subscribers receive printed copies as well.
The choice of U.S. airport officials for the past 20 years, Airport
Magazine is viewed for its timely and relevant editorial content
by airport officials and representatives of government agencies in
countries throughout Europe, Asia, the Americas and parts of Africa.
Please keep reading, and send me any ideas you have for
articles that would be helpful to your airport or company.

Barbara Cook
Editor
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upfront
Duval Announces
Corporate Committee
John Duval, A.A.E., in his first act
as the 2009-2010 AAAE Chair,
announced the formation of the
AAAE Corporate Committee, which
is intended to foster communication,
participation and value for corporate
members and the association.
Duval explained that the new
committee will raise the profile of
corporate members within AAAE and
recognize the valuable support these
members provide to the organization.
Creation of the committee “is a
necessary step for the continued
well-being and growth of our
industry,” he said.
“The AAAE Board of Directors
believes strongly that the work of
this new committee will enhance
membership benefits for our
corporate members, which should
lead to increased participation
and energy from current and new
corporate members,” Duval said.
He noted that the committee will
coordinate among its members to
increase participation in AAAE
conferences, technical issues,
training and industry matters.
Duval also announced that Brian
Reed, senior vice president-aviation of
RS&H, will chair the new committee.
The inaugural meeting of the
committee is scheduled from 2-4:30
p.m. Sept. 18, 2009, in San Antonio,
Texas, just prior to the opening of
the National Airports Conference
(NAC), which will take place Sept.
20-22 in San Antonio. Each AAAE
corporate member is invited to
appoint one representative to serve
on the committee.
If your company is interested
in having representation on this
important new committee, contact
Cindy DeWitt of the AAAE staff
at cindy.dewitt@aaae.org with the
appropriate contact information
(name, title, company, mailing

address, phone and e-mail address).
To register for the NAC, go to http://
events.aaae.org/sites/090901/index.cfm.

NextGen To Aid In
Airport Noise Reduction
Gains in aerodynamics and aircraft
engine technology dramatically
have reduced the number of people
exposed to high noise levels near
U.S. airports, but future noise
reductions will depend largely
on advances being developed
through the Next Generation Air
Transportation System (NextGen),
FAA said in July.
In the late 1970s, noise from
aircraft affected about 7 million
people. That number has dropped
to fewer than 500,000, according to
FAA’s Office of Environment, Noise
Division, which tracks the agency’s
progress on noise-reduction targets.
Although the impact of noise is
at a minimum, FAA predicted that
it soon will start to increase and
continue climbing due to higher
traffic levels in the years ahead.
The agency pointed to NextGen
programs such as the new Optimum
Profile Descents (OPDs), which
enable pilots to reduce power as
they land, as ways to reduce future
aircraft noise near airports. FAA
also noted that Required Navigation
Performance allows pilots flying
OPDs to maneuver in areas around
airports to avoid congested housing
areas on the ground.

San Diego Initiates
‘Green Build’ Program
The San Diego County Regional
Airport Authority Board has voted to
authorize design, construction and
funding for San Diego International’s
Green Build, formerly known as the
Terminal Development Program.
The board decision included

approval of the budget for the Green
Build at approximately $1 billion
— $865 million in direct costs and
$145 million in financing costs. The
following elements are part of the
Green Build:
• 10 new jet gates at Terminal 2
West;
• A dual-level roadway at Terminal
2, featuring an arrivals curb on
level one and a departures curb
on level two to relieve current
curbside congestion, and smart curb
technology, which allows travelers to
check in for their flight even before
entering the terminal;
• Additional parking for remainovernight aircraft to eliminate the need
for aircraft to taxi across the runway;
• Taxiway improvements to enhance
the flow of aircraft traffic;
• Expanded dining and shopping
options;
• Upgraded holding areas at the
gates;
• More and improved security
checkpoints; and
• Public art integrated throughout the
terminal expansion and outside areas.
Design and construction will
proceed in partnership with Turner/
PLC/FCI Joint Venture for the
Terminal 2 West building and airside
expansion, and Kiewit/Sundt Joint
Venture for the dual-level roadway
and landside improvements in
front of Terminal 2 West. At peak
construction, the Green Build is
expected to provide nearly 1,000
jobs, the airport authority said.
Construction will incorporate
sustainable design principles with
the goal of meeting Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) Silver certification.
The first phase of the project will be
development of parking for remainovernight aircraft. The second phase

AAAE’s TSC, which has processed more than 25,000 biometrically based background checks in the
8
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includes terminal and dual-level
roadway construction beginning in
2010, pending receipt of California
Coastal Commission permits.
The Green Build is expected to be
completed in late 2012 or early 2013.

approximately 10 full-service rental
car companies, house 5,400 vehicles
and open additional parking at the
main terminal garage.
The project includes a bus
maintenance facility, off-site road
improvements and main terminal

improvements. Consolidating
operations and bus service for
rental car services supports the
port’s commitment to sustainable
business practices, the commission
said. Once the project is completed,
the commission will apply

Seattle To Restart
Rental Car Facility Work

san diego county regional airport authority

Citing signs of improvement in the
global economy, the Port of Seattle
Commission has voted to restart work
on the new rental car facility to serve
Seattle-Tacoma International.
Construction on the $419 million,
23-acre project will generate up
to 1,000 new jobs in 2009, the
commission said. When the facility
opens in 2012, construction activities
will have created more than 3,000
local, family-wage jobs and generated
nearly $2 million in tax revenues for
the city.
The project was suspended in
December 2008 due to the meltdown
in global credit markets, the
commission said, and was placed
on hold until the markets recovered
and bonds could be sold to finance
it. The commission at the end of June
2009 announced the successful sale
of $317 million in revenue bonds.
The five-story structure will meet
the long-term increase in demand for
rental cars as Sea-Tac reaches up to
45 million passengers per year, the
commission said. Once completed,
the facility will accommodate

Select Installations:
Hong Kong International Airport, HK
JFK International Airport, NY
Blue Grass Airport, KY
St. Cloud Regional Airport, MN
Charleston Air Force Base, SC
Yellowknife International Airport, NT

bernù
Telephone +1-905-272-0727
Facsimile +1-905-897-7470
Email airport@arconas.com

www.arconas.com
San Diego breaks ground
on Green Build

design
comfort
performance

last 30 days, recently was rated as offering excellent customer service. A
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News Briefs
The Southwest Chapter-AAAE at its annual
conference and exposition July 18-22 in San
Diego elected new officers. Todd McNamee,
A.A.E., of Camarillo, Calif., was elected
president; Charles Mangum, A.A.E., of
Cortaro, Ariz., was elected first vice president;
and Scott Malta, A.A.E., of Atwater, Calif.,
was elected second vice president. Barry
Rondinella, A.A.E., of Sacramento, Calif., is
past president…Deborah Hersman was sworn
in as chairman of the National Transportation
Safety Board. Hersman was nominated for
the two-year term as chairman by President
Obama on June 18 and confirmed by the
Senate on July 24. She also was confirmed for
a second five-year term as a board member,
which runs through Dec. 31, 2013. Hersman
became a member of the safety board on
June 21, 2004.…FAA Administrator Randy
Babbitt announced the appointment of David
Grizzle as the new FAA chief counsel. Grizzle
comes to FAA following a 22-year career
with Continental Airlines, where he served as
senior vice president of customer experience
and in other leadership positions. A

for Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design certification
for the facility.

Newark, Boston
Commission ASDE-X
FAA announced that Newark Liberty
International and Boston Logan
International have commissioned the
Airport Surface Detection EquipmentModel X (ASDE-X).
ASDE-X enhances safety by
collecting data from more sources
than Newark’s previous ground radar
system, and provides controllers
with color map displays showing the
location of all aircraft and vehicles
on the runways and taxiways.
The new system also shows data
tags for both arriving and departing
aircraft. The previous ASDE-3 system

only gave information for flights
headed to the airport.
In addition to a view of the entire
airfield provided by ASDE-X,
controllers can select certain areas to
highlight on the display and zoom
in to obtain a better view of what is
happening in each area.
ASDE-X differentiates between
aircraft sizes, displaying heavy
planes as yellow icons and regular
planes in white. ASDE-X also gives
controllers the ability to mark
taxiway closures and safety areas on
the screen.
The new system is designed to
integrate with future components
of the Next Generation Air
Transportation System, such as
Automated Dependent Surveillance
Broadcast, or ADS-B, which can be
incorporated into the ASDE-X display.

NATCA: More than just air traffic control.
Distribution and oversight of airport
improvement funds; coordination of
airport design; annual airport safety
inspections; Air Traffic Control Tower
siting, construction and modernization; airport NAV/VIS aids; A/G
Communication; aircraft certification
and other aviation-related services.

NATCA: SUPPORTING OUR
NATION’S AIRPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE

NATIONAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS ASSOCIATION, AFL-CIO

WWW.NATCA.ORG

Brian Delauter has been named
TSA’s acting general manager,
general aviation.
Previously, Delauter served as
the federal security director (FSD)
at Savannah International with
responsibility for all TSA activities at
nine airports across two states.
Prior to joining TSA, Delauter spent
more than 15 years in the aviation
community as a GA pilot, as well as
a pilot with Northwest Airlines. He
holds multiple FAA licenses.
TSA said that Delauter will use
his extensive GA experience in
government and private industry to
lead the agency’s strategy to enhance
security within the GA sector and

metropolitan nashville airport authority

Delauter Named TSA
Acting GA Manager

The Metropolitan Nashville
Airport Authority’s
Department of Public Safety
K-9 teams were reaccredited during annual evaluations conducted by TSA.
All three teams passed with
high scores, including two
perfect scores, and are now
certified members of the TSA
National Explosives Detection
Canine Program for another
year. Shown here are Officer
Lauren Bricker and K-9 partner, Asta. A

reduce the risk of misuse of GA
assets by developing identification
capabilities, including positive pilot
and aircraft identification.
In other GA news, leaders of the
House subcommittee responsible for
TSA oversight on July 15 reviewed
the proposed Large Aircraft Security
Program (LASP) notice of proposed
rulemaking and GA security.
Members of Congress continue to

raise concerns with the initial lack of
coordination with the GA industry
on the original LASP rulemaking.
John Sammon, TSA’s assistant
administrator transportation sector
network management, testified at
the July 15 hearing on behalf of the
agency and stated that a subsequent
LASP rule that addresses many
industry concerns will be released
in “the coming months.” A
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t’s been almost 52 years since the first
satellite was placed into orbit by human
endeavor. Today, thousands of satellites
have been launched into orbit around the
earth from more than 50 countries, yet, for the
U.S air traffic control and navigation system,
these might as well just be space debris.
While satellites have been used for a
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large number of purposes — the military,
communication, observation, weather and
research — their enormous capability for
safety, capacity and efficiency still has not
been put into use as the means of guiding
air traffic control and navigation.
Even the inventors, scientists and
engineers who contributed to the

development of radar, including Christian Hülsmeyer, who in 1904
was the first to use radio waves to detect the presence of distant
metallic objects (ships in fog), would probably agree that radar and
radio waves have seen their day. Satellites proved their navigational
capability many years ago to the point that they routinely are used in
other forms of navigation such as the GPS systems in cars. Yet, Next
Generation Air Traffic Control systems, or NextGen, the term used for
all of the technologies, systems and procedures that form the ongoing
evolution of the national airspace system from a ground-based radar of
air traffic control to a satellite-based system of air traffic management,
is still $20 billion and 20 years away.
Everyone acknowledges the need and the benefits of NextGen, which
range from ensuring the economic viability of aviation to improving safety
and protecting the environment. And everyone has talked about what
they have done to advance it. Yet, it’s clear that we still have a long way
to go.
FAA points to the progress it has made. It is true that FAA
has laid the groundwork for this dramatic transformation by
supporting installation of new technologies and procedures such
as implementation of Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
(ADS-B), which is a key component in moving air traffic control from
radar to satellites. The agency also has worked toward implementation
of System Wide Information Management (SWIM), which is another
of the many technologies required to realize improved management
of weather information in the national airspace. Performance-based
navigation is also a key NextGen tool. This allows aircraft equipped with
the latest flight management tools to fly more direct and precise paths,
and reduce flight time and fuel use. Yet only one-half to three-quarters of
commercial aircraft are equipped for these types of procedures.
The Joint Program Development Office (JPDO), made up of
representatives from many partner agencies like the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, DOT, White House,
Department of Defense, Department of Homeland Security,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and
others, has focused on the long-term vision of how these
technologies get knit together in a single vision for the system
architecture. But they estimate that it will take until 2018 or
even 2025 for NextGen to be fully implemented — light years
away for a passenger sitting on the tarmac at Newark Liberty
International Airport today.
Congress and the administration point to funding allocations
they have made to advance progress on the technologies to date.
However, the $767 billion economic stimulus bill provided
meager resources for NextGen initiatives — and most of this went
to new air traffic control towers. Congress has yet to pass the FAA
reauthorization bill. The administration’s fiscal year 2010 budget
only proposed $865 million for NextGen — less than 5 percent of
the total amount it will take to implement the program.
The airlines have made some progress in retrofitting today’s
aircraft and ground infrastructure. The installation of new
avionics in the cockpit will be necessary so that 100 percent of
the fleet can fly area navigation (RNAV) and required navigation
procedures (RNP). And airports will have to make more rapid
advances in evolving ground infrastructure from radio wave-based
instrument landing systems to satellite-driven, ground-based

augmentation systems.
Unfortunately, passengers do
not see any progress. All they
see are delays and congestion
from a saturated air traffic control
system that is no longer able to
accommodate growth of U.S. aviation

with radar as its backbone.
We need NextGen now, not two
decades from now.
We need to transform the old
technologies that rely on radar and
radio waves with satellites. We need
FAA to implement operational and
procedural changes that will allow
for closely spaced parallel landings
and continuous descent approaches.
Together these improvements
will enable uninterrupted, realtime information to flow to air
traffic controllers and pilots with
exceptional accuracy. Using NextGen,
planes can follow pre-determined
flight patterns with a deviation no
greater than the wingspan of the
airplane. Such precision means
safer and more efficient takeoffs and
landings and shorter flight paths that
save fuel, time and money.
Recognizing that every good
cause deserves a champion, the
Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey formed the National
Alliance to Advance NextGen that
now has more than 500 members
across the United States arguing for
aggressive federal action for planning
and implementing an upgrade of
air traffic control. We are leading
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this coalition of an unprecedented
array of aviation, business, labor
and civic organizations, as well as
elected officials. Members include
AAAE, Accenture, American Express,
General Electric Co., Hewlett-Packard,
Motorola, ACI-NA, the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, the Greater New
York Hospital Association, the
U.S. Travel Association, the
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, the Empire State Building
and the Greater Houston Convention and
Visitors Bureau. Joining the coalition costs nothing
in terms of money or time, but there is a major cost
if we don’t join in numbers to demand action. There
is an economic cost to our communities in trips
not taken, business not done, goods not shipped,
air service lost, and communities frozen out of air
service to prime markets.
We need to urge the federal government to deploy this
technology here in the nation’s most congested airspace,
like New York, where we have the worst delay situation.

It cannot just be rolled out at small, lowcapacity airports. The feds have argued that
they need to make sure the technology works
properly, even though it has existed for a
decade and is being used around the world.
Necessity often has been called the mother
of invention. That’s why it was the British
who were the first to fully exploit the idea
of radar as a defense against aircraft attack
during World War II. It would seem
that a different type of imperative —
delays that continue to plague our U.S.
aviation system and are estimated to
cost the United States approximately
$9.4 billion annually — should be
enough to motivate action on NextGen
at all levels. Even Christian Hülsmeyer
would be surprised to see his
invention still in use more than 100
years later. A
William DeCota is director, aviation department, Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey. He may be reached at wdecota@panynj.gov.
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AAAE AWARDS 2009
Two long-time AAAE
In addition to being a past
leaders were honored by
AAAE chair, Roberts has
outgoing association Chair
served the association and
Jim Elwood, A.A.E., Aspen/
its chapters in a wide variety
Pitkin County Airport director,
of leadership positions.
at the association’s recent
She was chair of the Airline
81st annual conference and
Economics and Air Service
exposition in Philadelphia.
Committee and chair of the
Elaine Roberts, A.A.E.,
Ethics Committee. She also
president and CEO of the
served on the board of the
Columbus Regional Airport
International Association of
Authority and AAAE past
Airport Executives and as a
chair, was presented with the
member of the Policy Review
Chair’s Award. The award is
Committee.
given at the discretion of the
Roberts was the recipient
AAAE Outgoing Chair Jim Elwood, A.A.E., with Elaine Roberts, A.A.E., winner of the Chair’s Award.
AAAE chair to the member
of the 2009 Regional
who has distinguished himself or herself in voluntary service to
Leadership Award, presented by the Mid-Ohio Regional Planning
the association.
Commission. The award recognized Roberts for her extraordinary
In presenting the award, Elwood said his selection of Roberts
efforts to ensure the future viability of the region. She was
was based on her “remarkable record of selfless service on
identified as an individual whose dedication and visionary
the local, regional and national level…. No matter where she
thinking transcends community boundaries and improves the
has served, she always possessed the exact same unwavering
region as a whole.
commitment to public service and professional excellence.”
In addition to honoring
Elwood added that Roberts’ “dedication to the airport
Roberts, Elwood honored
management profession has enriched us all. Her extraordinary
AAAE President Chip
talents have helped make AAAE what it is today.”
Barclay with the AAAE
As chair, Roberts launched a major initiative to increase
Leadership Award, which
recognition of the value of the association’s Accredited Airport
is presented when the
Executive (A.A.E.) designation.
chair desires to recognize
someone who has made
a significant contribution
to the betterment of AAAE
and the aviation industry.
In describing Barclay’s
leadership, Elwood comAAAE’s inaugural Military Airfield
mented that, “This past
Manager of the Year award was
presented to Senior Master Sergeant
year has been a time of
Stacey Tuckwell of Spangdahlem Air
great stress for the indusBase, Germany (center). The award
try and change for AAAE
was initiated through the leadership
of Andy Rivera, A.A.E., chair of
as the association has
AAAE’s Military Relations Committee.
worked to meet the great
Among her many achievements, Sgt.
challenges that the recesTuckwell’s expert management and
oversight of a 5,000-person airfield
sion has produced. It is
AAAE President Chip Barclay (left) with Outgoing AAAE Chair Jim Elwood, A.A.E.
drivers training program reduced
said that difficult times
runway and controlled movement
Elements of the initiative included production of a DVD that
call for extraordinary leadarea incursions by 60 percent.
She also provided design reviews,
was distributed broadly within the industry and to affiliated
ers. I have had the great
developed detailed phasing plans,
industries to explain the benefits of accreditation; the granting
privilege over the past 12
and coordinated the execution of 19
to newly accredited members of one complimentary registration
months to appreciate the
separate airfield construction and
lighting projects totaling $117 million.
to a AAAE meeting; and an increase in the AAAE Foundation
truth of this saying.”
scholarship program budget to allow the award level to be raised
Elwood cited Barclay’s
(continued on page 66)
and the program eligibility to be broadened.
25 years of service as
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Deicing

in a

Green World

Using Engineered Wetlands for
Stormwater Treatment
Copyr

By Scott Wallace
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he winter season brings with it a number of headaches for airport
managers and operators: poor visibility, snow-covered runways,
delayed flights and icy planes and equipment, among other
problems. Added to that list is another increasingly challenging problem
— the need to responsibly and effectively treat the chemical runoff that
results from deicing.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been investigating
this issue for years, taking samples from a number of airport treatment
systems and formulating draft regulations, some of which are due later this
year. Once the new rules are issued, all airports will need to comply with
national standards for pollutant and treatment levels, meaning many will
need to upgrade or install all new treatment systems.
A new technology has emerged that can help airports control this issue.
Engineered wetlands combine the passive treatment of a natural wetland
with a controllable, active system using specially designed processes to
drive chemical treatment reactions within a wetland environment. In other
words, these systems allow airports actively to manage stormwater runoff
and its treatment as needed — with greater intensity during deicing, for
instance, or entirely passively during drier, warmer conditions. What’s
more, these wetlands are entirely underground, allowing treatment to
continue during the coldest winter months.

Gravel Layer
The system works by directing runoff under the surface through a layer
of gravel covered with an impermeable liner. This gravel layer, which
facilitates most of the pollutant treatment, also often is equipped with an
aeration blower system to ensure that the bacteria that form on the gravel
receive enough air and oxygen to induce aerobic respiration. In cold
climates, the gravel then is covered with a layer of mulch, which insulates
the wetland during the winter to allow it to continue operating.
New York’s Buffalo Niagara International Airport already is taking
advantage of this technology. The airport recently installed an engineered
wetland system capable of treating large pollutant loads and adapting
to the fluctuating levels of glycol and other chemicals. The new system,
which is up and running now as the airport prepares for the 2010 winter
season, was installed to replace a series of underground tanks that stored
and gradually discharged the airport’s runoff. When New York state
imposed a new stormwater management permit that set the biochemical
16
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For airports with abundant land like
Buffalo Niagara International, constructed
wetlands are often the perfect solution for
treating deicing runoff.
oxygen demand (BOD) limit at 30
milligrams per liter, the airport needed
to change its system, considering the
average deicing treatment can produce
more than 10,000 milligrams of BOD
per liter.
Given the airport’s harsh winters
and seasonally fluctuating pollutant
levels, an underground engineered
wetland proved the best solution
for meeting the new permitting
standards. Not only does
the subsurface structure
mean it can function
effectively throughout
the winter, but
it also means
birds and other

wildlife — dangerous hazards on airfields — are
not drawn to it as they would be to a traditional
wetland. The system also means avoiding the
operation and maintenance costs of an entirely
automated system since most of the engineered
wetland operates naturally. In effect, the airport traded
land for mechanical complexity, a cost-effective
solution for those airports with land to spare.
Because Buffalo’s airport is a land-abundant
facility, the engineering team was able to design
the wetland in an open area near the main runway.
Approximately 4.6 acres in size, the wetland was
constructed to accommodate both large and small
flows with varying concentrations and appears on
the surface as a typical grassy area. The underlying
gravel bed uses fairly large gravel that better
accumulates the bacterial biofilm needed to treat
the more intense chemical loads during deicing.
While that process is relatively passive, monitoring
systems using electromagnetic flow meters and
online analysis tools gauge the amount of glycol
in the runoff, allowing operators to actively adjust
the air and nutrients being delivered through the
wetland’s patented aeration system.

Infiltrator chambers distribute the
stormwater through a gravel layer to
an underdrain system.
Copyright 2008 James C
avanaug

h

Stormwater Management
During the summer when pollutant loads aren’t
quite as high but the overall runoff volume can be,
the wetland continues to function in a stormwater
management role. The “slime” that accumulates
on the gravel during the winter decomposes in the
warmer weather and is food for seasonal insects
and bacteria, helping to manage the potential
for sludge build-up. During a particularly rainy
stretch, operators can ramp up the aeration
system as needed, depending on the
demand and contaminants. In many cases,
passive treatment works so effectively
in the summer that the aeration
system can be turned off entirely.
More airports are considering
the engineered wetland
option, as it easily
can be added to or
converted from an

Scott Wallace, P.E., is a principal at Stantec and co-author of the recently published
textbook Treatment Wetlands, now in its second edition. He may be reached at
scott.wallace@stantec.com.
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The wetland cells at Buffalo Niagara
International Airport were constructed on
approximately 4.6 acres and will appear as
grassy areas when complete.

existing stormwater
management system. Edmonton
International Airport in Alberta,
Canada, for instance, is in the midst of a
large expansion project, including upgrading
its stormwater management capacity. The airport
installed a constructed wetland — an entirely passive
system — nearly 10 years ago, but now is considering
converting it to an engineered wetland as the new system
optimizes treatment with aeration within nearly the exact
same footprint. For cold-climate areas like Edmonton and
Buffalo, this higher treatment capacity is essential as deicing
continues each winter.
Not every airport, of course, is well suited for an engineered wetland. Those with tight space restrictions may
not have the available land and instead must focus any
upgrades on mechanical treatment systems. However, as
EPA prepares to impose new regulations on the aviation
industry later this year, those airports able to take advantage of the land surrounding their airfields now have a costeffective, low-maintenance option that allows them to be environmentally responsible without sacrificing the safety of the
people and planes that use the airport throughout the year. A
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AGIS
A i r p o r ts

G e o g r ap h i c

I n f o r m at i o n

S y st e m

B e n ef i ts fo r To day a n d To m o r r ow

By Robert Bonanni, P.E.

A

irports Geographic Information
System (AGIS) is moving quickly to
become FAA’s single, Web-based
information depository for airport survey
data managed jointly by airport owners,
operators and FAA.

AGIS will provide for a reduction
and eventual elimination of funding
spent on resurveying by establishing a
standardized methodology to capture
survey data “one time” for submission
to AGIS. The technology has a data
standard capable of supporting both the
needs of FAA and that of the airport by
centralizing data and providing access via
a single user interface.

Why Does FAA Need AGIS?
In 2003, FAA chartered the Airport Obstructions
Standards Committee (AOSC) to work along and
across all FAA lines of business to transform outdated,
inconsistent obstruction standards and practices. Two
years later, the AOSC approved AGIS as the agency’s
standard for the collection of survey data.
In March 2006, FAA issued the initial versions of
three Advisory Circulars (ACs) developed to support
AGIS. These ACs fundamentally changed the existing
standards for airport data collection and management.
As of Sept. 30, 2007, FAA no longer accepts survey
data collected under FAA Order 405 standards. ACs
150/5300-16A, -17B, and -18B are mandatory for all
corresponding survey projects receiving funds under
approved FAA AIP grants and scopes of work.

18
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FAA set a goal (the Flight Plan Target) to define and
publish airport data collection standards to support
instrument flight procedure development and construct
and develop a federal GIS airports database. Today,
having completed the initial Flight Plan Target, FAA’s
next step primarily is targeted at the implementation of
an electronic Airport Layout Plan (eALP) based on that
database. eALP will satisfy the second Flight Plan Target:
to develop capabilities within the AGIS application to
generate prototype eALPs by Sept. 15, 2009.

What Is eALP, And Why
Is FAA Developing It?
In the past, paper copies of Airport Layout Plans (ALPs)
and Obstruction Charts (OCs) typically were housed in
multiple locations with the “latest” approved version(s)
often varying in detail from one location to another.
eALP will provide the user an interactive Web-based
system for the production of electronically generated
airport layout diagrams — addressing the needs of
airports, states, regional planning agencies and FAA
lines of business collectively rather than individually.
eALP and OC drawings will be more cost-effective
than the current paper ALPs and will help to
standardize the process of performing airport and
aeronautical surveys.

In the past, paper copies of Airport
Layout Plans (ALPs) and Obstruction Charts (OCs) typically were
housed in multiple locations with
the “latest” approved version(s)
often varying in detail from one
location to another.

Where Is AGIS Going From Here?
wFAA is developing a comprehensive Web-based

training system for AGIS ACs. The training system will
allow FAA program managers, airport personnel and
survey contractors to complete AC training online using
free Web support software plug-ins. Focused training
modules will provide users with the maximum amount of
job targeted knowledge within a minimum amount of time.
Users will be able to query the system on specific subjects
and view all of the associated audio, video and text related to
that topic. FAA expects to deploy the system by Jan. 1,
2010.

There are three things you
can do to become more
familiar with AGIS.

How Can I Learn More
About AGIS?
There are three things you can do to become more familiar
with AGIS: 1) visit the AGIS Web site (https://airportsgis.faa.gov/airportsgis/) to stay current with AGIS system
improvements, 2) read the FAA and National Geodetic
Survey (NGS) recommended guidance and specifications
in AC 150/5300-16A, -17B, and -18B, and 3.) read the
document “A Guide to Airport Surveys,” found at http://
airports-gis.faa.gov/airportsgis/public/data/Airport_
Survey_White_Paper.pdf.
These ACs explain the specifications for establishing
permanent markers for survey navigation (using survey
monuments in the airport vicinity) on or near an airport
(AC 150/5300-16A), provide the specifications for
airport imagery acquisition and how to submit imagery
to NGS for approval (AC 150/5300-17B), and provide
the specifications for the collection of airport data
through field and office methodologies in support
of FAA (AC 150/5300-18B). A
Robert Bonanni, P.E. , is a national resource engineer at FAA. He
may be reached at robert.bonanni@faa.gov.
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Nantucket

Airport
Advances In

Technology
While Maintaining Island Charm
All photos courtesy of Nantucket airport
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By Al Peterson, manager, Nantucket (Mass.) Memorial Airport;
Steve Eustis, senior vice president, Skanska USA Building; and
Ray Porfilio, vice president, AECOM Design

I

solated 30 miles off the coast of Massachusetts,
the island of Nantucket is reachable only by
boat or air. So when Nantucket Memorial
Airport began its just-completed $29 million
terminal renovation and expansion project, there
were a few key requirements.
First, the facility needed to remain open and
accessible for the more than 500,000 people who
travel through the airport each year. Because
tourism is a major contributor to the island’s
economy, the project team needed to develop an
appropriate phasing schedule to allow for the
airport to remain operational for both secure and
non-secure flights. The work was organized to
respect traffic flows and minimize disruption,
especially during peak travel times between
Memorial Day and Columbus Day.
To accomplish this goal, the project had to be
confined within its own non-secure construction
site to avoid disrupting passenger safety and
security. To achieve the segregation of operations,
the airport installed temporary trailers for some of
the ticketing areas and added temporary corridors
to funnel passengers to the correct location.
A second requirement was to ensure that the
project and the outcome would be cost-, energyand time-efficient. Due to the airport’s isolation
from the mainland, it was important that it run
independently and self-reliantly. Further, reducing
energy and fuel costs is crucial to allow the airport
to be sustainable.

‘Green’ Features
An early commitment was made to
incorporate as many “green” features
in the expansion and renovation project as possible. Rejecting a complete
replacement of the terminal in favor
of an 18,000-square-foot expansion
and renovation of the older sections of the building was perhaps
the most important decision made
to create a more environmentally
friendly airport.
The airport, which opened the
terminal in 1956, installed its first
air conditioning system as part of
the renovation project to the relief
of the island’s summer visitors. To
address the energy usage needed to
maintain such a system, the project
team installed geothermal technology to run the heating, ventilating
and air conditioning (HVAC), making
Nantucket one of the first airports in

the country to do so. The system is
uncommon for a building of this type.
The geothermal HVAC uses
wells that pump water from 180
feet below grade adjacent to the
terminal, providing a constant water
temperature of 52 degrees Fahrenheit.
A heat exchanger then captures
the temperature of the geothermal
water, allowing the water to pass
the temperature to the heating and
cooling water loop that is circulated
through the four heat pumps that
either heat or cool the terminal.
The incorporation of this system
was a new application of technology
for an airport terminal and a key
component of the improved airport
design. The system allowed the
airport to remove two oil-burning
furnaces, which reduced the carbon
footprint of the airport’s climate
control to nearly zero. A premium
was paid by the airport for the
HVAC system due to the team’s
calculations that demonstrated there
would be a significant long-term
operational savings.
Numerous green design principles
also were incorporated into the
project, including the use of natural
building materials, the incorporation
of low-flow plumbing fixtures in
the toilets and sinks, and tankless
water heaters that reduce water and
energy usage. The exterior skin of the
building, in addition to meeting the
island’s strict aesthetic code for white
cedar shingles, meets Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) certification requirements,
allowing for a better insulated
building envelope that further
reduces energy costs.
In addition, recycled construction
debris such as concrete was folded
into the project whenever possible.
Other materials were hand-sorted for
recycling. Nearly 100 percent of the
structural elements of the flooring,
existing roof framing and existing
wall framing were re-used in the
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The renovation and
expansion of the terminal
also presented the
opportunity to modernize
the airport.
design, a sustainable component that
was important to both the team and
the residents of Nantucket.
Other sustainable upgrades were
integrated into the project’s design
as well, including exterior dark-skyfriendly lights that create minimal
light pollution and energy-efficient
fluorescent light bulbs. The airport’s
bathrooms were installed with Dyson
Airblade hand dryers, eliminating
the need for paper towel waste. The
Airblade blows clean, unheated air
and uses 80 percent less energy than
conventional hand dryers.

Renovate, Modernize
The renovation and expansion
of the terminal also presented the
opportunity to modernize the airport
with a 6,000-square-foot basement
addition, as well as expanded airline
office space, new elevator and
baggage handling/screening systems,
and upgraded electrical and fire
alarms.
Prior to the project, the airport
lacked X-ray machines for inspecting
luggage, requiring all bags to be
checked by hand.
In addition, the expansion includes
doors protected by a biometric

security system.
The $29 million price tag of
the expansion/renovation project
was funded by the Massachusetts
Aeronautics Commission ($12
million) and FAA ($11.5 million). The
remaining portion was paid for by
the airport. The project team worked
with the Nantucket Memorial Airport
Commission on communications
and outreach efforts, keeping the
community informed of all decisions
made in the planning process.
Further, the project was able to create
job opportunities on the island for
skilled labor. The team also worked
with the Nantucket Historic District
Commission to ensure that the project
met the island’s architectural and
aesthetic requirements.
As a result of the teamwork
between the airport leadership and
the construction, architecture and
engineering teams, the terminal
expansion opened Memorial Day
weekend 2009, on time and on
budget. The airport is now positioned
at the forefront of aviation technology
and will serve as a model for future
renovations of this size. A
Al Peterson may be reached at apeterson@nantucketairport.com. Steve Eustis may be reached at steve.
eustis@skanska.com. Ray Porfilio may be reached at
ray.porfilio@aecom.com.
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Airport Operations: | It’s About Relationships

W

By Alvin L. Stuart, A.A.E.

Agenda items are followed up on every week. Many
hen Director of Operations Randy
friendships are built in this meeting, and problems
Berg, A.A.E., arrived at Salt Lake City
are resolved before they grow into
International, one of the first things he
larger issues.
said to our staff was, “The only thing that counts
Ramp safety is a problem at every airport.
when the big one happens is relationships; you
To address this issue, we created a ramp safety
have to know who you are working with.”
committee. We took a unique approach by having
I would like to suggest that building the right
the committee chaired by an airport operations
working relationships with all those with whom
officer rather than a manager, superintendent or
we work is the single most important thing we
director. Committee members are also from the rank
can do to ensure a successful operations program.
and file, so they are building relationships with
Much of what we do in operations requires the
each other and solving problems at their own level.
cooperation of others.
As it may be at other airports, maintenance
Many of us joke about the difficulty in working
and operations staff sometimes do not work
with other work groups such as maintenance,
well together. We realized the importance of
engineering, finance and the fire department, not
changing this. We implemented a monthly
to mention the tenants, airlines, general aviation
lunch coordination meeting that has provided
tenants, FAA and TSA. However, it is no joking
an opportunity for the
matter and, as much we may
maintenance and operations
want to deny it, we need all
Face-to-face meetings
directors and their direct
these folks to help us do our job.
held with the right people reports to share information,
I would like to share some of the
for the right reasons are concerns and needs. The
successes we have experienced
meeting has led to a unified
at Salt Lake City International
an easy way to build
management team that handles
in developing relationships
relationships.
internal and external problems
that have led to cooperative,
in a consistent manner and has
successful operational programs.
fostered the relationships that allow us to work
No one likes meetings. However, face-to-face
through any disagreements.
meetings held with the right people for the right
During most of my career, we have enjoyed
reasons are an easy way to build relationships.
a good relationship with FAA. However, when
Involvement is the key to building relationships.
the tower was moved from the terminal to a
Although it may take longer to get something done,
more remote location, that relationship suffered.
involving as many players up front as possible
To address this, we implemented a monthly
ensures a better outcome. We have used meetings
meeting with ATC that involves not only airport
and involvement successfully to build relationships.
operations staff, but staff from airport planning
A number of years ago we decided to hold what
we call tenant coordination meetings. The meeting and, occasionally, representatives from the
aircraft operators.
is held each week at the same time and all airport
tenants are invited. In the
beginning, a continental
breakfast was the
incentive for attendance,
but over the years
attendees have discovered
this to be a useful forum
for information sharing.
In addition to sharing
information, incidents are
reviewed, coordination
is completed, problems
are resolved or reported,
and, yes, some cuss
and discuss takes place.
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Additionally, FAA is invited to the weekly tenant coordination meetings,
airfield project design meetings and weekly airfield construction status
meetings. We created a program for the air traffic controllers to ride with
operations personnel so they can see the field from the ground. This has the
side benefit of putting a name and face to the voices we hear on the radio.
When there are issues, as there always will be, we have developed a common ground to build on created by these relationships.
Maintenance and engineering personnel are involved in training,
planning for implementation of special events, emergency response and
the development of inspection procedures. In return, maintenance involves
operations with the coordination of repairs, and so forth.
Airport operations, maintenance, airline and FAA personnel are invited
by engineering to attend and participate in construction design and weekly

Whether your project is airside, landside,
commercial, military, or GA, you can count
on Kimley-Horn to provide the best in
service and satisfaction. To learn more,
contact aviation@kimley-horn.com or call
Loy Warren at (972) 770-1376.

Trusted.
Engineers. Planners. Environmental Scientists.
www.kimley-horn.com

status meetings. Airport finance
staff employees are given ride-a-long
tours so they can understand specific
operational issues. Riding with the
snow removal crews particularly
has been effective. ARFF personnel
are encouraged to participate on
runway closures to help them become
more familiar with the runway
environment.
One group that tends to be left out
and perhaps ignored except when
there is a major problem is the airline
pilots. There are not many natural
opportunities to meet with this group,
yet they can be a great resource for
planning construction phasing and
evaluating taxiway and runway
closure impacts. When there is an
airfield problem, we take them out
on the field and work together to find
solutions. We have regular lunches
with the pilot group. In return, we
have been able to participate in jump
seat rides, so that we can see the field
from their perspective.
Just recently we have started
having our duty managers from
every shift meet daily with the other
shift commanders to coordinate the
activities of the day and to build
relationships. Many of the managers
did not even know the other players.
ARFF, police, maintenance, landside
operations and the airport dispatchers
are included in these meetings. When
something happens, everyone knows
who they are dealing with and what
resources are available. This has
turned out to be yet another excellent
way to build relationships.
Some may argue that involvement
takes more time, and this may very
well be the case. However, the
relationships built by involving all
the players up front will and does
lead to improved buy-in and higher
quality programs. At a time when we
communicate by sending an e-mail to
someone in the cubicle next to us, it
is imperative that we get out of our
chair and meet face to face to build
those relationships that will, in fact,
make the difference between success
and failure when the “big one”
happens. A
Alvin (Al) Stuart, A.A.E., is the superintendent of
operations at Salt Lake City International Airport. He
may be reached at Al.Stuart@slcgov.com.
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A Report for the Aviation Industry Prepared by Burns & McDonnell

Building the
Great Airport Experience
The aviation industry saw a building boom after
deregulation began in 1978. Airports and airlines moved
through the ’90s with growth and expansion around the
globe. That boom, of course, ended sharply in 2001.

DAVID G. YEAMANS
President
Aviation & Facilities Group
Burns & McDonnell

But aviation modernization has begun, and the passenger
is at the middle of this trend. Airports and airlines are
reaching out to passengers, seeking to improve their
travel experiences with lighter spaces, comfortable
seating and improved wayfinding. Passengers are taking
control of their travel experience through self-service
kiosks. Through it all, airports and airlines continue the
conversations begun before 2001 about how to use new
technologies to build the airport experience of the future.
This issue of the annual Burns & McDonnell aviation
industry report is all about the improvements unveiled,
technologies implemented and successes achieved by
our clients and the industry. We stand ready to help
the industry reach goals in every area that impacts the
passenger’s experience, whether in the terminal or behind
the scenes.
We help our clients deliver the great airport experience
without forgetting the critical need to maintain
efficiencies, provide improved air travels, minimize
the impact on their bottom line and preserve their
competitive edge.
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Priming the Airport Economic Engine
Stimulus Funding Sparks Development While Value Is High
By Randy Pope, PE
In the same way that the engine is the beating heart of an aircraft, an
airport is the economic growth engine for communities large and small
in today’s global economy.

The Transportation Security Administration also received $1 billion to
install explosives detection and checkpoint screening systems in airports.
Firing Up

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, for example, is
Georgia’s largest economic engine. Not only is its passenger traffic
important to the region’s economy, but other aspects of aviation are
as well. Take air freight. Overall, it accounts for 40 percent of world
trade volumes by value and is regarded as a leading indicator of

It is clear that commercial and general aviation airports generate
significant economic benefits for their communities. When the engine
gets going, each dollar spent by aviation or aviation-dependent
businesses generates an additional $1.52 in economic activity. Airport
jobs are desirable, and the average airport wage is typically higher than

international economic health. By enhancing the connectivity, quality
of services and competitiveness of regional industry, airports can
create jobs and spur economic growth.

the average salary in a region.

Similar to Hartsfield-Jackson, New Century AirCenter — southwest of
the Kansas City metropolitan area — is a vital asset, serving aviation
needs for the surrounding region. New Century AirCenter is also a
significant economic generator because of its direct, indirect and
induced impact on the regional economy.
In fact, general aviation contributes more than $150 billion to
U.S. economic output and employs nearly 1.3 million people whose
collective annual earnings exceed $53 billion. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) cites civil aviation as a huge economic engine,
generating 11 million jobs and an annual revenue impact of
$11 trillion.

Aviation-related businesses and their employees annually contribute
millions of dollars in local taxes, while aviation facilities have proven to
attract new industry. Subsequently, for every job at the airport, nearly
three are created in the visitor-related economy.
Running Smoothly
Recent capital needs studies shows that airports must invest more
than $90 billion over the next five years on renovating and constructing
infrastructure in order to keep pace with projected passenger and air
cargo demand. With lower construction costs, now is the time to build
the infrastructure to accommodate the 25 percent growth in service
that the FAA predicts the aviation industry will see by 2021, when an
estimated 1 billion air passengers will take to the skies.
The dedication of stimulus money to aviation infrastructure has proven

Priming the Engine
For an aircraft to take flight, the cold engine must be primed with
fuel. Analogously, the airport as an economic engine must be similarly

a wise move. Because of the industry’s effective system for putting
funds into action, this stimulus package has primed the airport economic
engine to help the economy take off.

primed with funding.
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act provided $1.3 billion for
aviation programs. Of that, $1.1 billion went to airport infrastructure
projects, with the remainder providing for FAA facilities and equipment.
More than 320 projects funded through the act are being constructed,
which directly translates to more than 10,000 new jobs.
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Each dollar spent by aviation
or related businesses generates
an additional $1.52 in economic
activity within a community.

Airports large and small have a substantial economic
impact on the communities that surround them.
New facilities such as the Branson Airport in Missouri
bring high-value jobs and a boost to local tax income,
as do existing operations.

2009 Aviation Special Report
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Diversity at Its Best
Learning to Accommodate the Never-Typical Traveler
By Bret Pilney, PE, LEED®AP
Diversity enhances the great airport experience. Diversity among
airline passengers, airport tenants, and airline and airport personnel
drives the planning and design decisions that have long-term
implications for every airport facility. But diversity can create
challenges, so airports must plan to accommodate these differences.
There is no longer a typical traveler. The demographic mix among
airline passengers is changing dramatically. From the aging
Baby Boomers to Gen Y, the airport experience has to meet broad
expectations and desires.

Tech Effect
Technology, with its increasingly more significant impact on our
daily lives, is a key planning and design consideration for airports.
Technology is now integrated into every aspect of airport operations:
parking, curbside luggage check-in, ticket counters, security
checkpoints, concessions, baggage handling, airport management
and aircraft ramp operations.

The Generation Breakdown

The effects go beyond the traveling public. Concession workers, airport
operations staff, baggage handlers, security personnel, airport police,
airline pilots — everyone who works at the airport — also feel the
impact. The full range of generational differences described here are

Essentially, four generations must be considered when planning and

found among both travelers and those who work at the airport.

designing terminals. These generations are quite diverse, as outlined
by author, speaker and entrepreneur Jason Ryan Dorsey, known as
“The Gen Y Guy.”

Each group uses and embraces technology differently.

• Mature: Born before 1946, these travelers are more conservative.
They are often described as focused on delayed gratification and
are sometimes considered inflexible. Their formative experiences

and continues to do so. Airlines change and adapt how passengers
are processed. Airports integrate common-use systems differently
now than they did in the past. Ticket counter systems range from a

were born out of the Great Depression, and they often are less
technologically savvy.

traditional, staffed position — which tends to appeal to Mature and
Boomer passengers — to the minimally staffed kiosk layouts that

• Boomers: Often marked by competitive and driven personalities,
these consumers were born between 1946 and 1964. They often
focus on ethics and are the fastest-retiring demographic. Their

work well for Generation X. Gen Y likes the cool, trendy layout used
by Virgin America, reminiscent of Apple stores.

formative events include the civil rights movement, the Cold War
and the space race. Typically, they possess some tech savvy.

Security and Wayfinding
Security is a complicated issue in the context of interacting with the

• Generation X: Born between 1965 and 1976, these airport
passengers are typically described as skeptical, confident and

public. Passenger screening personnel deal with diverse demographics
every day, so it is important for them to understand generational

innovative. Some would say they are driven by a sense of
entitlement. Their defining events include the Vietnam War and the
technology boom. They are fairly savvy about technology.
• Gen Y: This quickly growing demographic group, born between
1977 and 1995, is described as thriving on instant gratification.

differences, so they can perform their jobs in an appropriate manner.
For instance, when delayed through a screening checkpoint, Gen Y
typically is more flexible, while the Mature and Boomer groups may
react with less flexibility — a reason why efficient use of technology
to expedite safe screening is critical.

They are often focused on lifestyles and relationships, but they
place a high value on philanthropy. Gen Y has been influenced by
events including 9/11 and the growth of the Internet, and as a
result, they are typically heavy technology users.

The demographic mix among
airline passengers is changing
dramatically and so are their
expectations and desires.
6

For example, passenger processing at the ticket counter has evolved
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Each generation interprets wayfinding and effective communication
within airport terminals differently. Traditional signage and
accommodations for hearing and sight impairments may appeal
more to the Mature and Boomer groups. For Generation X and
Gen Y, technology is a driver for communication. Generation X may
like more of a MapQuest approach with visual media in the terminal,
while Gen Yers may prefer to navigate via an interactive, GPS-enabled
airport map application for their mobile devices. And these forms of
communication should be available in languages other than English.
Burns & McDonnell

Ethnic Factors
The changing ethnic demographic is also a consideration when
planning for the great airport experience as the U.S. population
becomes more multicultural. The Hispanic population now spans
the nation, while the Asian demographic rises. International airport
gateways have incorporated multicultural demographics through
language and technology, but more airports everywhere need to
consider these demographics in order to successfully facilitate a
positive passenger experience.

2009 Aviation Special Report

The key is to be flexible and adapt to these evolving generational
and ethnic differences. After all, what’s next? Airports and airlines
must plan now for the children of Gen Y and their expectations of the
great airport experience.
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Options for Opening Up
Renovations on Par With New Terminals
By Katherine Goudreau
In today’s economy, airlines and airports no longer have the deep
pockets to undertake design and construction of new terminal facilities
when they can renovate existing facilities at a significantly lower cost
— with the same desired outcome.
Opening up facilities to create more passenger flow or more retail
space to generate additional revenue is key to a successful renovation
project. Looking at opportunities to create multiple-use areas also
enables more efficient use of space, eliminating the need for new
structures. Using technology to keep passengers informed and moving
efficiently completes the positive experience.
Many older terminals have low ceilings, small holdrooms and narrow
halls. These holdrooms have large podiums for customer service and
boarding that take up substantial floor space, causing the rooms to
feel even smaller. Eliminating the large podiums and back walls and
installing electronic signs mounted on ceilings or walls can open
up the holdrooms, increase seating area and improve the customer
experience. Using gate scanners for check-in podiums can reduce
the size of the millwork required by more than 50 percent. Repairing
rather than replacing holdroom seating can also produce substantial
project savings.
For airports with international flights, special security restrictions often
require modifications to holdrooms or gate areas. Flights to Israel are a
good example. Secondary screening is required for any flight entering
Israel. Passengers must be screened and secured in the holdroom until
the aircraft is ready to board. Converting a holdroom to accommodate
the additional screening could make the area uncomfortable for other
flights as passengers would be unable to exit the holdroom without
re-entering through security.
In Philadelphia, Burns & McDonnell designed a sliding wall system
for US Airways that secures the holdroom for Tel Aviv flights but
allows the holdroom to be opened up for other flights and operations.
This multiuse gate design saves time and money for the airline and
preserves a positive passenger experience for all flights.

Top: The Terminal B holdroom at Philadelphia International Airport
was opened up by removal of a large center podium and back wall.
Bottom Left: Curbside kiosks await passengers for check-in at
Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport.
Bottom Right: Flexible design allows a holdroom at Philadelphia
International Airport to be repurposed for secure or
non-secure (shown) international flights.

New technologies and computer-savvy passengers have made
it possible to accomplish renovations and modifications without
significant building changes. Curbside kiosks for check-in, scanner
devices at holdrooms and efficient flight information display systems
make the experience positive for passengers, airlines and airports.
8
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Taking Stress Out of Travel
Alaska Airlines Commits to Easing Passenger Travel
By Fred Heid, PMP
In a world where consumers readily access on-demand services for
everything from banking to shopping to entertainment, the traditional
airport experience can come as a shock.
Remote parking, check-in lines, baggage restrictions, security
screenings and gate delays create a barrier to satisfaction
that can be hard to break through. But it can — and is —
being done.
“Our job is to remove any and all obstacles for customers and give
them a stress-free environment,” says Ron Calvin, director of the
Eastern Region for Alaska Airlines. The airline is sending a powerful
message to its passengers about its goal for every passenger’s
travel experience.

The baggage rate per person ranges from 1.2 to 1.5 bags per
customer. Most airlines previously charged passengers $2 per bag
for curbside check-in. But the recent implementation of fees of
$15 per bag means the curbside charge probably will be removed.
Alaska Airlines intends to provide a stress-free passenger experience,
removing obstacles from the time passengers enter the terminal until
they collect their baggage. In fact, the airline guarantees every bag
will be in the passenger’s hands within 25 minutes of gate arrival and
is scanning each bag to record arrival and delivery times. If the bags
don’t arrive on time, the airline offers 2,500 frequent flier miles or a
$25 credit toward a future flight. Prompt baggage claim is important to
Alaska Airlines because it is important to each and every passenger.

Self-Service, Full-Service
Airlines realize customers want control of the check-in procedure.
Travelers can now check in from a hotel lobby or a parking garage.
Alaska Airlines continues to serve those passengers who prefer a more
personal experience or for whom self-service technologies are not the
first choice.
While available customer options are contingent on space constraints
at individual airports, the Alaska Airlines Web site and customer service
agents can help travelers determine what options are available on
their routes.
Alaska Airlines kiosks empower passengers to print boarding passes,
activate themselves on the stand-by list, upgrade to first class and
select a new seat assignment. This frees customer service agents to
help customers who desire one-on-one interaction or who need to
address an atypical travel need.
By the time passengers reach the boarding area, they should be
ready to fly, eliminating the angst and stress often associated with
the boarding an airplane.
The Baggage Factor
As security protocols reduce curbside services, budgets are
reallocated. In some stations, off-site baggage check-in is available
through cruise ships, hotels and convention centers. These operators
can hold passenger bags until flight time, leaving the traveler care-free
until departure time.
2009 Aviation Special Report

In Seattle, Alaska Airlines passengers can use
self-service kiosks to smooth their travel experience.
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Pavement Construction Takes Off
Construction Technology, Superior Planning Lead to Smoother Experiences for Owners, Passengers
By Renita Mollman, PE, LEED® AP
It would be easy to describe innovation and excitement in the world of
airfield pavement as flat. But the design and construction of taxiways
and pavements has come a long way, requiring levels of smoothness,
constructability and durability unequaled in other fields.
The process starts with specification requirements for the pavement
mix, using the latest quality tests for materials and developing a
mix design. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the
Department of Defense have strict requirements for quality and
construction standards.
When an airfield paving project starts, Burns & McDonnell draws on
our extensive background on general aviation, military and commercial
airport paving projects, including pavement analysis and design,

Tools of the Trade
Modern paving equipment enables contractors to provide smooth,
durable pavement to meet or exceed government and project owner
requirements. New slip form pavers include:
• Hydraulically powered leg columns for grade control
• Fully proportional sensing system for automatic steering control
• Augers strike-off beam tied to auto-grade
• Profile pans with power crown for straight or crown configurations
• Adjustable end pad over-build to compensate for edge slump
Combining these built-in features with a quality mix will provide years
of great service to the owner — and the ultimate user, the passenger,
who experiences an enhanced taxi, takeoff and landing experience
while on board the aircraft.

subgrade stabilization techniques, or airfield lighting. A successful
paving project requires several upfront steps before the final pavement
is placed.

Operations Impact
A successful airfield paving project, however, must also allow airport
operations to proceed with minimal disruption, benefitting both the

For example, the reconstruction of the airport terminal aprons
at Kansas City International Airport necessitated a thorough
understanding of the underlying problems causing the current

airport owner and the traveling public. During any airfield paving
project, it is critical to work with the airport operations group to
determine an area that can be taken out of service without impacting

pavement issues. During the design phase,
Burns & McDonnell engineers discovered that the underlying

airfield operations. For example, during a recent runway overlay
project at Charles B. Wheeler Downtown Airport in Kansas City, Mo.,

soils were overly saturated, causing the pavement to heave
when subjected to winter freeze-and-thaw cycles. To remedy,
we incorporated a slurry lime into the subgrade to stabilize

Burns & McDonnell project managers and engineers walked the
entire site with the airport manager and contractor to determine the
placement of construction barricades so the intersecting runways

the soils. An underdrain system drains excess groundwater into
the storm sewer system. This solution provided a stable working

and taxiways could remain open without restrictions.

platform for paving the cement-treated base and the Portland
cement concrete pavement.

The FAA air traffic control tower manager was involved in all meetings
so controllers knew at all times which taxiways were closed and which
ones were open. This continual communication resulted in a project
without any incursions or delays on the active airfield.
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Upfront planning and design
combined with regular,
clear communication can yield a
successful, well-executed airfield
that will serve the owner and the
flying public for years to come.
A detailed construction phasing plan helps the airport owner
schedule all airport activities around construction areas and times.
Burns & McDonnell has developed phasing plans that take into account
these and other issues to minimize the impact to operations:
• Where the contractor must install the barricades to separate
construction from operations
• How the contractor gets to and from the work area with
minimal crossing of aircraft taxi routes
• Which aprons, taxiways or runways are open to aircraft traffic
and the appropriate traffic control devices to define these
• How personnel and ground support equipment maintain
service access to aircraft parked at gates
• Submitting and receiving approval for these plans from
all affected entities
Thorough upfront planning and design — combined with regular, clear
communication among the owner, users, contractors and the engineer
— can lead to a successful, well-executed airfield project. The end
product — a smooth, high-quality pavement — will serve the owner
and the flying public for years to come.

Top: The reconstruction of the airport terminal aprons at Kansas City International
Airport necessitated a thorough understanding of the underlying problems.
Bottom: Detailed planning allowed airport operations to continue flawlessly during
a runway overlay project at Charles B. Wheeler Downtown Airport.

2009 Aviation Special Report
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Reducing Emissions, Increasing Efficiency and Reliability
Combined Heat and Power Systems Put Both Goals Within Reach
By Blake Ellis, PE, DBIA, LEED® AP
Reducing greenhouse gases while simultaneously increasing efficiency Environmental Efficiencies
and reliability sounds too good to be true, but it doesn’t have to be.
The reduction of greenhouse gases through a CHP system can be
dramatic. A recent CHP project for the Texas Medical Center doubled
the efficiency of the plant while simultaneously reducing carbon
Reducing greenhouse gases has always been good for the
environment. The likelihood of a carbon cap-and-trade system in the
near future now makes reducing the carbon footprint of an airport or
other facility a good business decision, too. Increasing reliability by
minimizing passenger delays at your airport is also an important goal.
A combined heat and power (CHP) system can help you reach these

dioxide emissions by more than 300,000 tons per year. The significant
efficiency improvements and greenhouse gas emission reductions
occur because traditional, central generation plants in the United
States convert only 35 percent of the primary fuel into electricity.
The remaining 65 percent is lost up the stack — contributing to

seemingly divergent goals.
Putting Waste Heat into Action
A CHP system generates enough off-grid electricity to serve the
electrical load of a facility with combustion turbines, microturbines or

carbon dioxide emissions and inefficient fuel conversion — while an
additional 2 percent to 6 percent is lost in transmission from the plant
to the end user. Fuel efficiency rates rise from roughly 30 percent in
traditional generation to 75 percent with a CHP system. The increased
fuel efficiency results in lower emissions and a reduction of the total

reciprocating engines. CHP recovers the electrical generation waste

fuel consumed for cooling, heating and power.

heat, typically lost up the stack in traditional energy systems, and
repurposes it as space heating, domestic hot water heating, space
cooling and dehumidification. A typical energy system consists of

Lower emissions can have a dramatic impact on the bottom line.
Even though cap-and-trade of carbon isn’t law in the United States

grid-supplied electricity and standalone heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) equipment that require a separate fuel source
such as electricity for electric centrifugal chillers or natural gas

today, it is a provision in the American Clean Energy and Security Act
that passed the House of Representatives in June 2009. Even if this
bill doesn’t become law, a cost will likely be associated with carbon

for boilers. By reusing waste heat, a CHP system reduces or even
eliminates the additional fuel requirement for HVAC equipment,

emissions in the near future. Estimates vary, but a range of $10 to $40
per ton isn’t out of the question.

increasing energy efficiency and reducing operating costs.

A CHP system can save utility costs,
reduce airport downtime and cut
emissions, benefiting both the
airport and passengers.
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Critical Reliability
Because a CHP plant generates power on-site, an airport benefits
from the security of off-grid generation, a freedom from system
interruptions and outages. A CHP system is custom-designed to
meet all reliability needs, from peak demand to power quality.
The off-grid electrical generation that a CHP system provides
eliminates the feedback from other electrical system users connected
to the grid, increasing the power quality for the airport. Higher power
quality keeps sensitive electronic equipment up and operating.
Implementing CHP at an airport can benefit the bottom line, daily
operations and our environment. The efficiency of CHP can save
millions in utility bills. It positively impacts passengers by reducing
airport downtime through the assurance of a reliable power supply.
The reduction in carbon dioxide emissions can be promoted as a
cutting-edge technology that is greening the air transportation system.
CHP makes the seemingly impossible, possible.

A combined heat and power plant can provide an airport with freedom from local power
outages as well as savings in energy costs and emissions.

2009 Aviation Special Report
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Plugging in to Power
Ground Power, Preconditioned Air Units Have Advantages in Many Scenarios
By Tiffany Goebel, PE
Since the 1980s, efforts have increased to provide 400-hertz and
28-volt DC ground power systems and preconditioned (PC) air systems

each airport based on number of gates, gate schedules, local utility
rates, initial capital cost and terminal space availability.

at most commercial aviation terminals in the United States.
These units eliminate the need to run the aircraft’s on-board auxiliary
power unit (APU) while the aircraft is parked at the gate. The APU
provides power to run instrumentation, cabin equipment and on-board
cabin air conditioning systems while the aircraft is on the ground.
It may also be used in limited situations during taxi and flight
operations or to start aircraft engines. Regional jets and pistonpowered aircraft often do not have APUs and instead have historically
used mobile air-start and ground power units.
Because the APU runs on jet fuel, it generates emissions, while
newer gate-based systems run on electricity from the grid, increasing
efficiency and improving the local airport environment. Older systems
primarily used diesel fuel, limiting benefits in fuel burn, noise

For ground power, either central plant motor generator systems or
central plant solid state systems can be compared with point-of-use
solid state gate units. Again, a life cycle cost analysis study is the best
tool to determine the most economical system for each airport.
Ground power and PC air units are not a universal solution. Some
airports lack the electrical infrastructure to install them at a reasonable
cost, and they may be impractical in situations where turn-around
times are quick or when high winds or other ground conditions
make use of PC air hoses difficult. However, where they make sense
operationally, airlines can use ground power and PC air units to save
money, reduce wear and tear on APUs and achieve environmental
improvements. The use of these units can also directly translate to
passenger comfort during boarding and on the tarmac.

and emissions.
Because ground power and PC air systems reduce emissions,
qualifying airports in designated air quality nonattainment and
maintenance areas may be able to implement these and other facility
updates through Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) grants. Recently,
Voluntary Airport Low Emission Program funding, known as VALE, has
enabled U.S. airports to install these systems through the FAA’s Airport
Improvement Program.
Aside from the emissions benefits, ground power and PC air systems
yield other gains for airlines and airports. First, and perhaps foremost,
aircraft APUs consume significant amounts of fuel — 40 gallons to 60
gallons per hour for a typical narrow-body APU. The fuel savings from
ground systems can be especially significant during extended ground
times for aircraft, such as longer turn times or overnight maintenance
at the gate. Ground power and PC air systems also operate without the
high-pitched noise that some APUs produce.
Passenger comfort can be a factor in the decision to install
PC air systems, which cool and heat aircraft parked at the gate and
precool or preheat boarding bridges for passenger comfort.
The technology in today’s PC air systems include central plant PC
air systems and point-of-use direct expansion PC air units. A life cycle
cost analysis study can determine the most economical option for

14
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Ground power systems and preconditioned air units can help airlines reduce
the need to fire aircraft auxiliary power units.
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The Future of Jet Fuel
Efficiency Programs, Alternative Sources Lead the Way
By Grant Smith, PG
Jet fuel is one of the largest line items in airline budgets. For
passengers, its primary impact is on ticket prices and, as a result,
their wallets.
Reducing fuel consumption is a goal for every airline, with an
emphasis on innovation. This hit its peak in summer 2008
when fuel costs reached an all-time high of more than $130 per
barrel. Initiatives include single-engine taxi, use of ground power
and preconditioned air units instead of the on-board auxiliary power
units, and weight reductions including eliminating or replacing food,
beverage and other in-cabin equipment with lighter options.

CAAFI provides essential guidance for fuel development,
with key criteria:
• Safety and fuel quality
• Environmental benefit
• Supply reliability
• Economic feasibility
Creating an alternative to jet fuel is more complex than other fuel types.
Safety concerns carry more weight at 35,000 feet, so it must

increased fuel efficiency. New aircraft purchases are being made

be tested at varying altitudes, pressures and temperatures.
Any potential alternative jet fuel must meet American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) international standards. It must also
be compatible and blend with standard commercial jet fuel to allow
continued operation of existing, costly fuel storage and delivery

with fuel efficiency in mind. No stone is left unturned.

systems at airports.

These initiatives are nothing new. Over the past three decades,

Successful tests of alternative jet fuels have been completed by the
U.S. Air Force and several commercial carriers. They are based on
different feedstocks, which could range from coal to algae.

Larger, more visible programs have added winglets to aircraft for

passenger and cargo airlines have more than doubled fuel efficiency,
according to the Air Transport Association of America (ATA).
Looking Forward
A change to the Next Generation (NextGen) air traffic control system

An alternative for commercial use may be available within a few
years or up to a decade away, but the ongoing research demonstrates
the industry’s commitment to finding a viable solution.

could provide additional fuel savings opportunities for airlines. The
outdated system currently in use in the U.S. limits fuel efficiency gains
by contributing to delayed and canceled flights. Flight routes often
are indirect, which contributes to millions of gallons of extra fuel burn
every day. The ATA cites reform of the air traffic control system as the
single largest source of future gains in fuel conservation.
Even with these initiatives to reduce fuel consumption, many major
airports have a throughput topping a million gallons per day. So how
do we further reduce the dependency on hydrocarbon-based jet fuel?
New Fuels
U.S. airlines are actively engaged in the pursuit of alternative fuels
through participation in the Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels
Initiative (CAAFI). CAAFI seeks to enhance energy security and
environmental sustainability for aviation through alternative fuels. It is
a forum that focuses the efforts of the U.S. commercial aviation supply
chain — including airlines, government, manufacturers, fuel suppliers,
airports, universities and others involved in research, development and
responsible implementation of alternative jet fuels — to engage and
encourage potential suppliers.
2009 Aviation Special Report

U.S. airlines support development of alternative fuels through CAAFI,
which guides companies with critical data.
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The New Face of Efficiency
Conservation Programs Can Enhance the Airport Experience
By Patrick Worthington, PE, LEED® AP
In an era where rising utility costs, aging facilities and the environment
are increasingly becoming more prominent on the list of key issues
facing airport personnel, comprehensive energy management
programs offer a valuable, often underutilized, solution.

Another key component of the ESPC is that the resulting cost savings
fund 100 percent of the program debt service, requiring no out-ofpocket expense. The cost savings are guaranteed and verified by
Burns & McDonnell over the performance term of the program,
typically five to 20 years. This guarantee enables numerous financing

In the past, discussions of energy conservation conjured images
of uninviting, uncomfortable, dimly lit spaces that conveyed the
feeling that comfort was sacrificed in the name of conservation.
Experience has shown us that this does not have to be the case. The
correct application of advancing technology and design philosophy

alternatives, eliminates performance risk associated with the program
and preserves the capital budget for other facility improvements.

in a comprehensive energy management solution can work to both
minimize the energy consumption of facilities and improve interior
environments, keeping rising utility costs in check and enhancing the
airport experience.
Artificial lighting systems within terminals and other airport facilities
provide numerous opportunities to not only significantly reduce energy
consumption but to optimize illumination levels and improve color
rendition. This improves the overall quality of artificial light and creates
more inviting and comfortable spaces. Likewise, upgrades to heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems can provide better control of
indoor environmental factors and maximize passenger comfort, while
still reducing overall energy consumption.
These two areas represent the tip of the iceberg with respect to
energy efficiency opportunities that can positively impact the airport
experience. The success of such opportunities should be gauged on
their contributions to energy goals and positive impact on passenger
experience, as well as environmental benefits, reductions in operating
and maintenance costs, replacement of aging equipment, and

Case Study:
Port Columbus International Airport
The Columbus Regional Airport Authority and
Burns & McDonnell implemented a comprehensive energy
management program at Port Columbus International
Airport in Ohio that will allow the authority to achieve
energy savings totaling $7 million over the next 10 years.
The program was completed in early 2007. Savings within
the first year of measurement were more than 10 million
kilowatt-hours, 14,000 kilowatts and nearly $600,000.
The project included a comprehensive list of energy
conservation measures, including upgrades to building
automation and HVAC controls; installation of energy
savings controls on escalators and elevators; integration
of the Flight Information Display System with the energy
management system for equipment scheduling; and
installation of a new power quality system.

increased system reliability.
While there are numerous implementation strategies that allow
airports to achieve the benefits of efficiency, the Energy Services
Performance Contract (ESPC) stands apart in its ability to efficiently
develop and implement a comprehensive energy management
strategy while minimizing risk to airport management.

The new high-efficiency boiler system
serving Port Columbus International Airport’s
B concourse.

The ESPC is implemented as a turnkey solution.
Burns & McDonnell executes and manages all phases, including
conceptual design, detailed engineering, construction and
commissioning. This project delivery approach ensures consistency,
a single point of responsibility and shorter schedules.
16
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Energy-saving controls on escalators and elevators
were part of the program to acheive energy savings
totaling $7 million over the next 10 years at
Port Columbus International Airport.
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Behind the Scenes
Hangars Factor into Positive Passenger Experiences
By Patrick Brown, AIA, NCARB, LEED® AP
If an airline passenger were to make a list of all the things that make
an airport experience great, the maintenance hangar wouldn’t even
appear as a footnote. But these critical facilities play a key role in
every passenger’s travel.
Today’s air travel environment is leaner. Capacity and schedule
reductions magnify every travel problem. There are fewer options for
rerouting, so fleet reliability is paramount.
While passengers never see maintenance operations in action, these
critical functions ensure the reliable dispatch of the aircraft that take
them to their destinations. The leaner operating models of today’s
airline include condensed aircraft maintenance services and facilities

New developments in energy efficiency — such as cleaning and
recirculating exhaust air from aircraft painting operations —
dramatically reduce energy consumption in paint hangars. Similar
advances have been made in water systems for industrial settings.
For example, in the Boeing Shanghai Airlines hangar at Shanghai
Pudong International Airport, aircraft wash water is recycled, and
environmentally safe detergents have less impact on the waste stream.
Hangars are notoriously leaky when it comes to sealing air in or out.
Because giant hangar doors must open an entire wall for aircraft entry
and exit, effective sealing of the door perimeter is difficult. New hangar
door designs provide effective seals that conserve conditioned air and
block infiltration of dust, rain and snow.

that reliably support the flight operation. These support departments
also must minimize facility development and operating costs.

The Work Environment
The scale of a hangar provides vast wall and roof areas ideal for

The aircraft maintenance facilities that Burns & McDonnell designs

bringing daylight into the workplace. With appropriate controls for heat
gain and loss, daylighting can dramatically reduce the need for artificial

and constructs are also leaner, more efficient, more environmentally
friendly and more technologically advanced. New aviation facility
design is focused on customizing space for specific support functions,
replacing the cavernous, open hangars of the past.
While line maintenance hangars remain large, open buildings that
serve the off-schedule maintenance needs of the airline, heavy
maintenance and overhaul operations demand facilities designed for
precise operations. Hangar designs for heavy maintenance include
buildings that are more compact, focused on support of the work
docks and equipment to provide efficient overhaul operations.
New equipment technologies contribute to shorter turn times for

lighting. Advanced designs for insulated, translucent wall and roof
panels bring natural light into the space, while controlling heat gain in
the summer and heat loss in the winter. In Shanghai, as on most sites,
building orientation helps control heat factors. Atriums in office spaces
also increase the available natural light.
While the maintenance hangar is invisible to the public, it plays an
essential role in every traveler’s experience. A hangar that works
efficiently and allows crews to work effectively helps place the right
aircraft at the gate, on time, day after day.

aircraft in maintenance.
Beyond Operations
In addition to accommodating the required work functions, the facility
must operate efficiently, conserve energy and respect the environment.
New fire protection technologies save facility development costs.
High expansion foam fire suppression systems reduce water required
to suppress hangar fires. That reduced water demand reduces
the piping and equipment to supply that water. Chemicals used in
suppression systems are also more environmentally friendly and,
as a result, do not require expensive retention basins and controls.
Effective facilities like the Boeing Shanghai Airlines hangar
implement technologies that improve work efficiency and
help ensure aircraft are ready when needed.
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Technology Design-Build: A How-To Guide
Delivery Approach Requires Adjustment to Selection Process
By Ron Crain
Airport technology projects implemented through design-build delivery
offer attractive rewards, including predictable and controlled costs,
a compressed delivery schedule, integration with construction, and
reduced system obsolescence.
Burns & McDonnell began assisting clients with integrated technology
project delivery (ITPD) more than 18 months ago. In that time, several
clients have tested the waters of technology design-build. Early
adopters see the benefits but are having difficulty with implementation.
Past experience with design-bid-build, low bid or lowest responsive
bid does not directly translate to an integrated delivery approach.
The fundamental difference between conventional roles of technology
consultant or system integrator is that an ITPD partner performs
all phases of the project, from initial design through installation,
integration and test. Obviously the experience, skill set and financial
strength of the partner is both broad and deep.

The target cost must be accurate. If it is unrealistically low, ITPD firms
will be reluctant to respond; if the target cost is too high, you leave
money on the table. Airports can perform this work themselves or
obtain assistance from one of the many consulting companies offering
information technology master planning and concept design. If the ITPD
partner has the experience, they might also assist with the QBS process
and serve as extension of owner staff during the construction phase.

The relationship between the owner
and the partner is a marriage
commitment of two to three years,
and the election process is a
courtship on a schedule.
What Is Qualifications-Based Selection?

Rather than selecting from supplier offerings of design, price and
terms, selection is made based on a supplier’s ability to collaborate

Qualifications-based selection (QBS) is an objective, flexible procedure

with the owner to achieve the optimum balance of design and price in
the final project. This selection must be made before any significant

professional services on public projects.

design work is done.

Public Law 92-582 (Brooks Bill) was passed in 1972 and establishes

for obtaining architectural, engineering, surveying and other related

a federal policy to select architects and engineers on competence

Consequently, the selection must be made using a qualification-based

and qualifications. Based on this federal initiative, local and state

selection (QBS) process. The relationship between the owner and the
ITPD partner is a marriage commitment of two to three years, and the
QBS process is a courtship on a schedule.

governments are adopting ordinances and procedures to permit QBS

Before starting the QBS process, the owner must prepare. First, set

as an alternative selection process.

How It Works
1. The owner or their planner defines the project scope of work.

clear business objectives to define project success. Prioritize these
objectives. Determine the maximum funds available — the budget —
and the minimum return on investment (ROI) that is acceptable. These

2. A selection schedule is established.

boundaries will guide the decision process. For example, if cost starts
to exceed available funds or violates ROI, then the project scope must
be adjusted by sacrificing lower-ranked objectives.

4. Qualifications documents are requested and evaluated.

The cost is estimated based on current industry norms and
comparables for the owner objectives. This becomes the target cost.
The target cost is set below budget to drive innovation in solution
and design. The difference between budget and target becomes the
project contingency.
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3. A list of design/construction professionals is compiled or
the project is advertised.
5. A short list of qualified firms is developed.
6. Short-listed firms are thoroughly briefed on interview procedures.
7. Interviews are conducted.
8. Firms are scored and ranked for selection.
9. Detailed scope of work is negotiated with a top-ranked firm.
10. A contract is negotiated with the top-ranked firm. If an agreement
cannot be reached, negotiations begin with the second-ranked firm
and so on.
11. All firms are advised of the final selection.

Burns & McDonnell

Using design-build delivery to implement passenger-friendly technologies such as kiosks
requires a trusting partnership between the project owner and the consultant.

Variations on the ITPD Theme
The level of design detail to initiate a technology design-build project can

Prerequisites for Technology
Design-Build Projects

vary. The more initial detail the owner provides, the less the opportunity for
innovation in function and cost.

For success:

Good: Owner provides design greater than 35 percent – progressive approach
• Liability concerns because the ITPD partner is asked to take risk
for owner work
• Least opportunity for cost control
• Limited innovation by product specialists
• Owner perceives they have more control
Better: Owner provides some design – prescriptive approach
• Allows owner preferences on approach, technology and function
• Somewhat reduced innovation and cost control
• More accurate target cost
Best: Owner states objectives only – performance-based
• Does not dictate how to meet objectives
• Provides ITPD team with most flexibility
• Innovative and cost-effective solutions
• Least accurate target cost but greatest cost control

• Local laws and ordinances must allow QBS
• Set clearly defined objectives, including target cost
• Establish a precise selection process
• Interview candidates carefully and in detail
• Engage the ITPD firm early
• Understand the differences in risk from
consultant/integrator approach
• Initial owner design should be less than 30 percent
• Collaborate freely but limit formal design reviews
• Focus on total cost of ownership over five to
seven years
• Use performance-based requirements
• If contractually possible, share the financial pain
and gain between the owner and
delivery contractor.

For failure:
• Change the scope during the selection process
• Force teaming relationships
• Expect low initial prices

ITPD offers a new tool to airports for procuring and deploying all manner of
technology and special systems. Like most tools, success depends on the
skill of the person or organization using the tool. ITPD demands partnership
between the owner and delivery contractor. The rewards of mastering the
process are compressed schedule, controlled cost and technology better
suited to the owner’s business.
2009 Aviation Special Report

• Request best and final prices
• Insist on submittals and shop drawings
• Hold numerous status meetings and
design reviews
• Select a firm with insufficient financial strength
or construction experience
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816-822-3231
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Helping You Build Your Great Airport Experience
We’ll help you create great airport experiences —
for every flight, every traveler, every time.

Our Services
For nearly 70 years, Burns & McDonnell has designed functional,
efficient, flexible and cost-effective aviation facilities for clients
around the world. Services include program management,
master planning, facilities design-build, and environmental
planning and design.

Our experts specialize in:

Aerospace manufacturing
Aircraft overhaul and maintenance hangars
Airfield design
Airport security
Airport technology
Cargo facilities
Central utility plants/
combined heat and power plants
Control towers
Fueling and ramp services
Hangars
Jet engine maintenance and test facilities
Passenger terminals
Rental car facilities

By Sean Broderick

airporttech
Akron/Canton Airport
Dives Head-first Into
Social Media Pool
Akron/Canton (Ohio) Airport’s
YouTube page has a video of
the airport’s newest fire truck
being delivered.
Its Flickr account has photos of
overturned earth that eventually will
be a runway extension, and shots
of first-flight parties for recently
inaugurated airline service.
Its Facebook page has commercials
from airlines that serve the airport,
links to local news articles that
mention the airport and the
occasional contest.
The airport’s twitter feed has direct
messages to customers who also
use the service and send messages
— “tweets” in twitter-ese — to the
airport’s account (@CAKAirport).
The airport responds — usually in
real-time — to compliments and
complaints alike.
Click over to the airport’s blog,
located on its main Web site, and you
can read what Senior Vice President
and Chief Marketing Officer Kristie
VanAuken has to say about how the
economy has impacted Akron/Canton.

5 Tips

At first glance, Akron/Canton
Airport’s social media work might
seem like a series of unrelated,
we-do-it-because-we-can musings.
Look a bit longer, however, and the
airport’s clearly stated goal comes
into focus: it uses Facebook, twitter,
YouTube and the like as an extension
of its well-established marketing plan,
with an eye on interacting with an
important demographic in new ways.
The airport’s management team
decided long ago that it would be
more than a supplier of services
to airlines and their customers.
VanAuken, who started at the airport
in 1997, emphasizes that the airport
wanted to do more than just pitch
flight deals to the community; it
wanted to establish its own brand.
Akron-Canton has spent more than
$10 million in marketing and brand
equity building in the last decade.
The effort is leaving impressions.
Not long ago, an industry colleague
told VanAuken that Akron-Canton
seems like a marketing organization
with an airport attached. “To me,
it’s the best compliment we’ve ever
received,” she said. “We don’t look
at ourselves as just bricks and mortar.
We view ourselves as a dynamic,
consumer-driven organization.”

For Getting Started
In Social Media

In the kingdom of airport PR pros who know social media, Akron/
Canton Airport Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Office
Kristie VanAuken is the queen. Here are her five tips for getting
started with your own social media effort:
1. Define your market and know who you are trying to reach.
2. Think strategically about how best to communicate with your
target audience and which platform(s) best fits your needs.
3. Think about your social media plan as a way to engage
customers in a totally new way.
4. Make it interactive.
5. If you are a control freak, this stuff will drive you nuts.
Source: CAK Blog Port, www.akroncantonairport.com
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The AkronCanton marketing
team — Ryan
Hollingsworth
(left), Kristie
VanAuken (center)
and Elizabeth
Cecconi — has
embraced social
media as a way
to enhance the
airport’s brand
and deliver core
messages. (Photo:
Akron-Canton
Airport)

VanAuken (@CAKristie on twitter)
and her team, which includes
Marketing Manager Elizabeth
Cecconi (@CAKElizabeth) and
Communications Coordinator Ryan
Hollingsworth (the main personality
behind @CAKAirport, the airport’s
primary twitter account, and much
of the airport’s work on the other
social media tools), crafted their
social media strategy to advance
this philosophy. “If you don’t have
a brand, you don’t have a plan,”
VanAuken explained. “We have done
all of that hard work already. When
we go out there with something, it
builds on our core brand messages.”
The airport’s first social media
effort was its blog, launched in 2005.
Today it uses social media to target
a specific demographic: young (2545), educated, tech-savvy travelers
who live in the airport’s footprint.
Their specific goal, said VanAuken,
is the same as with the traditional
marketing programs: “Transform our
relationship with our customer into
one for life, rather than just settling
for an advertising acquaintance.” If
she sees tweets about a long checkin line at the airport, Hollingsworth
will ask the tweeter about the
experience: is the line moving? Are
enough staff members on hand?
She’ll also take the opportunity to
ease the traveler’s pain, perhaps with
an offer for a day of free parking or
even something as simple as a bag
tag. “We’re not just regurgitating

input facts like age, hometown
and interests as part of the sign-up
process — means a business knows
exactly how many of its active
followers — or “fans” — live nearby
or went to college. VanAuken said
that 80 percent of the airport’s 1,700
Facebook fans live in Ohio, and 10
percent are industry friends. In other
words, the Facebook effort is really
an ongoing dialogue that reaches
at least 1,500 people (and growing)
who either care about the airport’s

press releases or sending out oneway communications,” VanAuken
said. “We want this to be interactive,
engaging and fun.”
One major difference between the
social media part of the marketing
plan and the rest of the airport’s
strategy is cost. VanAuken said the
airport sets aside 15 percent-20
percent of its $9 million in annual
operating revenue for marketing, but
thus far, none of it has been spent in
the social media arena. What is spent
is time.
VanAuken calculates that she
spends about 20 percent of her time
on social media-related tasks, from
monitoring blogs and twitter feeds
to actually posting content. Cecconi
spends slightly more time, while
Hollingsworth allocates up to 40
percent of her work hours on creating
and updating content, monitoring the
Web for mentions or opportunities,
staying in touch with airline partners
to help unify messages, and tracking
the latest trends. “Social media
doesn’t cost a lot of money but that
doesn’t mean it isn’t important. Web
2.0 allows us to engage and delight
customers and that has immense
value,” VanAuken said.
VanAuken’s team also tracks trends
very carefully. For example, it knows
how many people use twitter in the
greater Cleveland area, so it has an
idea of who it can reach through
that platform. Facebook’s detailed
demographic information — users
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activities and/or are current or
potential customers.
“Social media will be a growing
segment in our marketing mix,”
VanAuken concluded. “We plan to
communicate with our customers
where they are talking to each other. It
is a fabulous evolution for our brand
and customer relationships.” A
Sean Broderick is AAAE’s staff vice president-external
communications. He may be reached at
sean.broderick@aaae.org.

Tools

You Should Know
Already tweeting, Facebooking and Flickring as part of
your PR and marketing efforts? Check out these tools
to add functionality and analysis to your plans:
Involver
This company specializes in brand marketing on
Facebook via fan page applications that do cool things
like stream your YouTube channel right onto a Facebook
tab. You can use up to two tools free!
www.involver.com

1/2 v

Twitter Feed
Feed your tweets to a blog automatically and get more
out of your social media efforts, free!
www.twitterfeed.com
TweetDeck
One of several free software programs that super-charge
twitter. Post tweets, pictures and even Facebook updates.
Custom searches are great for monitoring the twitterverse. Free.
www.tweetdeck.com
FiltrBox
Monitor social media sites with this cool tool. Free basic
version gives a few filters and limited functionality, but
should be pretty good for an airport.
www.filtrbox.com
Facebook Insights
If you have a fan page and are an administrator, you’ll see
the Insights link in your left-side menu on your Wall tab.
The stats here break down your fans into demographics
(age, location, etc.) and give you an idea of who you’re
interacting with.
AirportMagazine.net | august/september 2009
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branson

Branson Airport
The Commissioning and Grand Opening
By Renita Mollman, P.E., LEED AP, and Jeff Bourk, A.A.E.

all photo ourtesy of Branson Airport

The new Branson Airport opened May 11, 2009, and is the first privately funded commercial airport in the U.S.

The new Branson (Mo.) Airport, a privately funded and
including setting up contracts with vendors.
developed public-use facility, opened May 11, 2009.
• attracting airlines to serve
In this article, the fourth in a series on development of
the airport and marketing the new service.
the airport, Renita Mollman,
principal-in-charge of Burns
Regulatory process
& McDonnell’s Aviation Civil
To comply with all FAA and
Engineering Group, and Jeff
TSA regulatory requirements,
Bourk, A.A.E., executive director
the airport and its consultants
of the airport, describe the final
needed to go through a number
commissioning and opening.
of steps. Although FAA grant
Burns & McDonnell is the
money was not used to build
airport’s engineer/architect firm
Branson Airport, all FAA
of record.
design standards, including AC
Commissioning and opening
150/5300-13 and FAR Part 139,
the first fully privatized
were complied with throughout
Branson Airport hopes initially to serve 250,000
commercial service airport in the
passengers annually.
the development process to help
U.S. had its share of hurdles.
ensure the airport would meet
With construction well underway, the task of opening
the required FAR Part 139 standards.
the airport with airline service was the next priority. This
In July 2007, the airport and Burns & McDonnell
process involved three major elements:
(B&M) began talking with FAA’s Central Region airport
certification office in Kansas City, Mo. The airport’s
• the regulatory process, including meeting all FAA and
plan to certify the airport to FAA Part 139 standards was
TSA standards.
explained along with details of the project, including
• staffing the airport to meet all business plan functions,
who owned the airport, how it was financed and what
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type of service the airport would seek. For months,
airport staff and FAA staff met regularly to discuss
what would be required.
A draft airport certification manual was
submitted to FAA in August 2008 for preliminary
approval, pending an airfield inspection. FAA
agreed to conduct a preliminary Part 139 airfield
inspection in December 2008. This enabled the
airport staff and construction crews to fix any noncomplying conditions prior to the airport opening
in May 2009. In April 2009, just weeks prior to the
opening of the airport, the final Part 139 inspection
was conducted.
In addition to meeting FAR Part 139 requirements,
the airport conducted an environmental assessment
(EA) for the flight procedures. Although an EA was
not a requirement for construction because federal
grant money was not involved, it was required for
the development of flight procedures.
In July 2008, the airport met with FAA to discuss
the requirement for an EA. It was determined
that developing new instrument approach and
departure procedures, gaining approval of
operations specifications and authorizing an
operator to use turbojet aircraft for scheduled
passenger service would constitute a federal action.
Therefore, an EA would be required prior to FAA
approving commercial aircraft operations at the
airport. Coffman Associates was hired to prepare the
EA for the submittal. The draft EA was completed in
August 2008 and a public hearing was held Nov. 12,
2008. No comments were received and the EA was
approved in December 2008.
On a parallel path, the airport, its consultants
and FAA staff held monthly coordination meetings
to ensure the airport would meet all FAA deadlines
before the opening in May 2009. Some of the areas
of discussion were:
• the obstruction evaluation/airport airspace
analysis;
• site selection for the air traffic control tower,
including a safety risk management document
requiring approval;
• environmental issues;
• coordination and development of instrument
procedures;
• which FAA facility would operate approach
control;
• required airspace modifications;
• an airport facilities directory;
• FAR Part 139 certification;
• reimbursable agreements for
telecommunication provided by FAA; and
• frequency authorizations, charting and runway
numbering.
Coordination with TSA began in the fall of
2007. The general concept for the airport was

presented to TSA and the agency’s advice was sought regarding
construction requirements and the manner in which equipment
and staff allocations should be made. A copy of the TSA design
standards for security checkpoints was reviewed with B&M,
which gave B&M a design standard to follow. In response, TSA
recommended that the airport institute the security screening
federalization process in the fall of 2008.
At that time, the airport met with TSA officials from Kansas
City and Washington, D.C. The agency reviewed proposed flight
schedules, as well as the airport’s application for the screening
partnership, or opt-out, program. Ultimately, TSA decided to
staff the airport with its own personnel. TSA quickly finished
the modeling process to determine the number of screeners and
equipment the agency would provide. TSA also worked with
airport staff to complete the Airport Security Plan required by
TSA Part 1542-Airport Security.
Staffing for a unique business model
The staffing plan is based on a unique business model for
airports. While airports in the U.S. strive to be self-sustaining
or break-even businesses, Branson Airport’s goal is to make
a profit. To do this without receiving federal grant money,
all available revenue sources must be maximized while all
operating and capital expenses are minimized. For this reason,
many departments at the airport have been combined and many
functions on the airport that typically would be contracted out
will be operated and controlled by Branson airport staff.
The corporate structure is BA LLC, the parent company, and
two subsidiaries, which are BransonJet Center and FlyBranson
Travel Services, an airport travel packaging and loyalty program.
Each of these subsidiaries has a specific function and is staffed
accordingly, with some employees having crossover functions
for efficiency. The core staff consists of the executive director
(responsible for the subsidiaries and senior management), two
deputy directors (operations/maintenance and marketing/air
service development), accounting and finance manager and the
aviation services manager.
Total staffing consists of 47 employees who handle all
functions, including those that typically are contracted out to
other companies. These functions are FBO services (including
airline services), airport concessions (news and gift), emergency
services (security and aircraft rescue and firefighting) and
FlyBranson Travel Services. Overall, 17 employees fill the
AirportMagazine.net | august/september 2009
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Views of the
new terminal at
Branson Airport

airport functions. The FBO is operated by 24 employees,
while FlyBranson Travel Services is operated by six fulltime employees. In addition to the core airport staff, a
national restaurant chain and car rental company are
under contract to provide services at the airport.
Marketing and Air Service Development
To be a profitable business venture, Branson Airport must
attract airlines to operate at its facilities. The airport staff
believes that low fares will be the best way to attract
passengers to the Branson market, which sells itself as a
value destination for vacationers. The business model’s
initial target is 250,000 enplaned passengers annually, or
eight flights per day in 110-seat aircraft at an 80 percent
load factor.
Currently, the airport has signed two air carriers to
operate flights: AirTran and Sun Country. AirTran
ASSA.Airport.Bleed:Layout
1/14/09
PM Page
1
was the first carrier to 1commit
to fly3:11
to Branson
with
a daily roundtrip flight to Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson

International Airport. Sun Country offers service to
Minneapolis and Dallas-Fort Worth.
The airport not only must attract the airlines to fly to
Branson, it also must help to ensure that the planes are
filled with passengers. The airport has been working on an
aggressive marketing campaign to promote the new airlines
in cities that have direct or one-stop service to Branson.
Additionally, the airport will promote the new
outbound service. A two-part marketing campaign,
consisting of local advertising of the airlines’ brands and
working with the local tourism community to promote
Branson as a vacation destination, seeks to attract
vacationers and brand the airlines in the local area.
With the grand opening of the airport on May 11, 2009,
the first privately funded commercial airport in the U.S.
is off and flying. The model under which this airport was
developed will certainly be one to watch! A
Renita Mollman may be reached at rmollman@burnsmcd. com. Jeff Bourk, A.A.E.,
may be reached at jpbourk@aol. com.

The time is right for you to make an intelligent choice
with ASSA electromechanical access control systems.
We make intelligent, flexible and high security lock systems possible.
ASSA C4™ CLIQ™ is an intelligent lock system that combines the best of design and
electronics in the smartest possible manner. Each key can easily be upgraded or tailormade to suit any situation or need. Since every key has its own identity, it becomes the
“personal property” of the key holder.
The mechanical design of the key allows you to create different security zones much in the
same manner as a conventional mechanical lock system. Electronic programming of the
keys gives you the option to authorize individuals or to a group of individuals and more.
The basic idea of this technology is to create an intelligent security system. That means a lock
system that retains a high level of security despite upgrading, alterations or expansion.
Even after many years of use by a continual flow of new tenants, new employees or
changes occurring in the workplace, the level of security will remain the same.
ASSA, Inc.
110 Sargent Drive
P.O. Box 9453
New Haven, CT 06534-0453

Contact Us:
Phone: 800-235-7482
Fax: 800-892-3256

Websites:
www.assalock.com
www.assacliq.com

noise mitigation

By Michael Hotaling

Noise Mitigation

at General Aviation Airports
E
very noise mitigation program has its challenges,
whether it is meeting community expectations for
the program’s pace or seeking FAA support in the
funding process.
Addressing these important issues and others is a big
task, regardless of the size of the airport. For general
aviation (GA) airports, the challenge can be even
greater. While few GA facilities have implemented
comprehensive noise mitigation programs, those that
have face very special and unique challenges that require
flexibility and a clear plan for implementation.
Most GA airports operate with a very limited staff
— all of whom wear many hats in their quest to be
responsive to the needs of the tenants, pilots, elected
officials, regulatory agencies and the community.
According to Kim Singer, public affairs director for the
Boca Raton (Fla.) Airport Authority, “Our administrative
staff of five is constantly juggling priorities to make sure
the expectations of a wide range of stakeholders are met.”
Boca Raton is a single-runway GA facility located in
south Florida that is situated among affluent residential
communities. The airport is bordered by Interstate 95 to
the west and the campus of Florida Atlantic University
to the east. Public concern about noise along the Runway
5-23 corridor prompted the airport to undertake its first
FAR Part 150 Noise Compatibility Study, which was
completed in 1999.
An update to the noise study in 2001 incorporated
revised noise contours and a robust plan for mitigating
noise that included a residential sound insulation program.
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“Our neighbors were most interested in the sound
insulation program and were anxious to see it get
underway,” Singer said. However, in dealing with
competing priorities and a number of other noise
abatement and mitigation measures, it took a few years
to develop and implement the sound insulation program.
Airport Manager Ken Day said, “We worked closely
with FAA to organize a program strategy and predictable
funding stream that would allow us to be responsive
to the community’s desire for the program and align
with the airport authority’s ability to fund the local
matching share of the grants.” A key part of this strategy
was to define the boundaries of the program based on a
neighborhood equity approach, not solely on the day/
night equivalent sound level (DNL) of 65 decibels (dB).
Changes in aircraft activity and the types of aircraft
flying greatly impact noise contours. Some of the louder
general aviation aircraft — particularly the business jets
that frequent Boca Raton Airport — are being phased
out. Quieter planes combined with fewer planes flying
lead to smaller noise contours. This became readily
apparent earlier this year when the airport authority was
required by FAA to update the noise contours.
FAA requires that all airports accepting grant funds for
noise mitigation programs revalidate their noise contours
to make sure the dollars are spent where the needs are
the greatest. Boca Raton prepared revised contours for
current conditions and the levels of aircraft activity
expected 10 years into the future. The future contours, or
Noise Exposure Map (NEM), for 2018 shows the DNL 65

dB contour shrinking significantly,
from 600 homes potentially being
eligible for treatment to only 48.
Airport staff and their consultants
conducted two public workshops

about the updated noise contours
and changes in the program. “We
felt that it was critical to engage the
community in the process, keep them
informed of the new conditions,
and be ready to field the tough
questions,” Singer said.
While a handful of residents
expressed disappointment during
the workshops, most understand the
situation and had noticed a change in
the noise environment. “The airport
authority has worked hard to build
trust with the community and be
open in our communication, and
that has helped make delivery of this
information easier,” noted Day.
A significant opportunity for
Boca Raton Airport is that under
the Vision 100-Century of Aviation
Reauthorization Act, FAA grants
cover 95 percent of eligible airport
development projects, including
noise mitigation programs at GA
airports. The Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) contributes
2.5 percent of the funds for each
FAA-eligible project. Medium- and
large-hub airport noise mitigation
programs only receive 80 percent of
the project cost from FAA grants.
Singer noted the tremendous
leverage this gives Boca Raton
Airport. “For two and one-half cents
on the dollar, the airport authority
can provide measureable and
meaningful noise reduction for the
neighbors of the airport,” she said.
“Many commercial service airports
have access to other funds through
passenger facility charges and other

additional homes started in May
2009 and includes replacing existing
windows and doors with acoustically
treated materials, insulating attic
spaces, and improving mechanical
ventilation systems.
“Neighbors of the Homes from both phases
airport think it is a are open for tours by
attendees at the Ninth
playground for the Annual AAAE Airport
wealthy and don’t
Noise Mitigation
understand the
Symposium to be held
Oct. 4-6 in Boca Raton
enormous impact
the airport has on (go to www.aaae./
meetings for registration
the Boca Raton
information).
economy.”
Residents who live
near commercial service
airports often are more
understanding when it comes to dealand FDOT have each contributed
ing with aircraft noise. Many of them
$122,500 in matching shares.
are airport users and understand its
The airport authority’s sound
value to the community. But since most
insulation program, called the
QuieterHome Program, was launched people will never ride on a corporate
jet, GA airports like Boca Raton have
in 2006. The authority decided to
an added burden when it comes to the
engage a consultant to implement
noise issue.
its program. “This allowed us to
Singer observed, “Neighbors of the
tap into national industry expertise
airport think it is a playground for
and not overburden staff with the
day-to-day administrative
tasks,” commented Singer.
A pilot phase of 10 houses
introduced the program
to the community and
examined how various
treatments performed in the
south Florida climate. The
community and airport staff
were encouraged by both the acoustic the wealthy and don’t understand the
enormous impact the airport has on the
results and the positive feedback
received from the homeowners in the Boca Raton economy.” She added, “Our
successful noise mitigation program has
pilot project.
been a key strategy in becoming a better
With FAA’s continued financial
neighbor to the community.” A
support, the airport authority
launched the next phase of the
Michael Hotaling is vice president, C&S Engineers Inc. He
program. Construction on 34
revenue sources and can expedite a
program in a way that a GA airport
cannot,” Day added. To date, FAA
has invested $4.7 million in Boca
Raton’s program, and the airport

may be reached at mhotaling@cscos.com.
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Airport
roundtable

Concessions Trends
Roundtable part II
Airport Magazine hosted an airport concessions
trends roundtable May 11 at our Alexandria, Va.,
headquarters. Following is an edited version of
the second half of that discussion, which touched
on the economic factors confronting the airport

concessions industry today and trends that could
change the face of the industry in the future. Part 1
of the discussion was published in the June/July 2009
issue. For the entire video version of the roundtable,
go to www.antndigicast.com.

photos by jim martin

Pictured above (left to right): Steven Baker, Stu Holcombe, Patrick Banducci and Andrew Weddig.

Airport Magazine:
Andy is going to start off
this part of our discussion
with some thoughts on
what the new model for
airport concessions will be.

WEDDIG: Earlier, we
discussed a number of
changes in the economy
and the industry, looking
for balance, looking for
harmony. Stu added
a new point as well:
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that we are now more
international than we
have been in the past. So
we now have to compete
with other countries
for investment, which
leads to the question: has
the basic model of the
concessions business and
its relationship with the
airports, its relationship
with the airlines, and
its relationship with the
passengers changed?
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What’s the investment
level that we want in
that space, the level of
finish? We can’t avoid
the street pricing issue,
staffing levels and hours of
operation. All of those have
costs. All of those elements
have benefits. Has the
balance of those changed,
and have they changed in a
structural way as opposed
to a temporary way?
After 9/11, we asked the

same question, essentially
because there was a sharp
drop-off in passenger flow.
There was a sharp drop-off
in sales, well beyond what
the industry could sustain
for a long-term basis. But
we saw recovery heightened
by the general economic
recovery, the sharp runup in the stock market
creating effects of wealth,
perceptions of wealth, as
well as the economy aging

and improving.
Are we now at a point where it has changed again due
to economic considerations? And then the question is, no
matter how long term it is, is it something that we will
cyclically grow out of and get back to the same business
model we had? Or, in light of new developments — the
globalization, the need for raising money from other
parts of the world — is that something that has changed
overall? Do we need to make a fundamental change in
how we do things? Do we build too much space? Where
do we reach that balance in terms of amount of space?
That drives the investment side. That drives how many
brands, how much variety you can put in there, how well
you can serve the customers.

BAKER: Well, let me take a crack at it first as an airport.
I think one of the things that you see in the equation is a
retailer who will tell you that they want to have less space,
so they can drive higher revenues. There is a component to
operating an airport that is really a customer service, and
you’re concerned about your passengers having access to
alternatives and options, regardless of where they may come
into the facility.
Speaking for Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority,
there are parts of Dulles where we have more space than we
have passengers. There are other parts in that same airport
where we have fewer concessions relative to the number of
passengers that we have. So, within the same facility, that
answer can be different.
I think at the end of the day, it really gets back to the
earlier conversation about identifying what is your volume
of passengers, who are your passengers, because who your
passengers are drive the big part of what you present.
I am always a little nervous when people begin
making comparisons to foreign airports because we’re
an international airport, but the nature of the traffic is so
different. You can’t create a Dubai at Dulles. Even if you
built it, it would not be attractive to the people who are
using it. You wouldn’t drive the same level of revenues. So
we have to be careful that we get the information about who
are the passengers, what do they want to purchase, because,

“There is a component to operating an airport
that is really a customer service, and you’re
concerned about your passengers having access
to alternatives and options, regardless of where
they may come into the facility.”
— Steven Baker, Metropolitan Washington
Airports Authority
ultimately, it’s the passenger who drives the revenue based
on whether or not you are meeting their needs.

HOLCOMBE: You bring up a lot of good points. I think
the one concern that we have is when you take a look at the
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amount of space, if we’re living in an ideal world,
we’d tie it to the number of enplanements that are
going in front of that area, and try to create retail
clusters, clusters of food and beverage and retail
and mix it up with the core items, as well as the
specialty, to give the passenger a reason to stop, to
look, to browse, to purchase.
But we also know that the majority of our airport
infrastructure isn’t designed to really promote clusters and retail space to the appropriate size.
Then we also have the added bonus of moving carriers around in terminals. So you start off with this
vision that you are going to have X number of footfalls in front of your store, and then, all of a sudden,
that carrier either goes out of business or they shift
or they’re acquired, and they moved into a different
terminal. Back to Andy’s point of does the business
model change? Well, fundamentally, no, in my opinion. I don’t think that the business model fundamentally changes. I think it has to adapt. I think that
what we have to do is be able to adapt, and we have
to adapt quickly to the given environment.
Pat, as you said, the larger companies have a little
bit more wherewithal to weather the storm. The
problem is that some of the smaller operators, the
independents, don’t necessarily have that ability. So
we are acting in harmony with them and trying to
soften the blow for them, as well as being the prime
or the overall primary retail operator there.
So I think it’s an issue of trying to design the right
AirportMagazine.net | June/July 2009
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program and then being adaptable when need be.

BANDUCCI: To Andy’s question about whether there is an oversupply
today of concession space, I’d say in a word, today, yes, but you could go to
a specific concourse at a specific airport and still probably make a case that
there isn’t enough in certain areas. But overall, I think that there is.
As I said, we have invested over $650 million in the last five years, and
traffic in total is at the same level that it was back then. So there probably is
oversupply, and I think that gets to the question — and Stu is right — that the
model needs to adapt.
One of the problems we face — and we talked a little bit about capital
investment — is no matter what you do, it is very expensive to build
concessions in airports, whether it is food and beverage or retail. It is much
more expensive than on the street.
I remember just five to six years ago, you could build a restaurant for
$300 a square foot. Now it’s closer to $600 a square foot. I’m not sure that is
going to change immediately. It may drop a little bit today because general
contractors are a little bit hungrier, but, really, it’s probably not going to
change that dramatically.
So I think the model — and there actually are several models out there —
needs to be more flexible and maybe, in some cases, allow for longer terms
and a little bit less in rent expectation.
If an airport puts out an RFP, there will always be somebody who is willing
to take a chance and say, “I think I can make that work,” and bid a higher
rent. The chances of success today, though, are more limited than they have
been in the past.

Airport Magazine: What hope do small airports have in this economy?
Are they going to be attracting the retail, the food and beverage that they
would like?
BANDUCCI: It is probably a little bit tougher because a lot of small airports
have seen a reduction in traffic. Some of the bigger airlines have reduced trips
to the small airports, but we have seen a few glimmers of hope where some
small airports can be creative.
We were looking at one food and beverage opportunity in an airport with
under a million enplanements, and we were going to pass on it. It just didn’t
seem like it was going to work, but they said, “Well, we’ll invest the first
$500,000. We won’t require a MAG (minimum annual guarantee), and we will
fix the rent at 10 percent of revenues.” That made it attractive to us, and we were
able to bring in some of the brands that they really wanted in that airport, and
it’s opening up next month.
So, if airports can be flexible and
have the capacity, the financial
capacity in this case, they can
“One of the problems we
attract the brands, both national
face is no matter what you do,
and local, that they desire.

HOLCOMBE: Speaking for the
retail side, I agree. I absolutely
agree. It’s a challenge for the
smaller airports, but I do think
that if there is flexibility in
working with them — and we
also have experienced that in
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it is very expensive to build
concessions in airports, whether
it is food and beverage
or retail.”
—Patrick Banducci, HMSHost
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some of the small airports, as well as
larger airports — and we say, “Okay.
What are your expectations? Let us
understand what those expectations
are first.” The reality is, you get
into a brand situation, and you have
royalties. Well, that takes away some
of that rent structure that you’re going
to have, and it does increase your
capital investment that you have, too.
So I think that there has to be a
balance and a sharing of knowledge
because I truly believe that some of
the smaller airports may not be as
aware of some of the intrinsic costs
that are associated with bringing
in brands and creating that right
program. But there are ways, and you
have to be creative in your approach,
the way that you just explained it.
The airport actually investing, I think,
is one example of it.

BANDUCCI: It’s an important market
because some small airports become
big airports.
WEDDIG: There are a lot of
competing needs, competing interests.
The investment side, as Pat points
out, is not going to go down anytime
in the foreseeable future. So the
amount of money that you need to
bring in a concept is going to stay
at $600 a foot or $500 a foot. It is
going to stay there for the foreseeable
future; and, if anything, it will go up.
Royalties aren’t going to be
changing. The number of people
that you need to run it efficiently,
to maintain a high level of customer
service isn’t going to change. That
essentially leaves two areas that can
be manipulated that aren’t really
fixed — the term and the rent.
So we are really at a turning
point. How do we bring these things
together; do we look at standalone; does the store within the
store become more of the model for
specialty? Frankly, I don’t think it has
been that successful to date, except in
a few isolated instances, but do you
start to develop that on the food side
as well?

Airport Magazine: What is the percentage of revenue

“Some of the smaller airports may not be as
aware of some of the intrinsic costs that are
associated with bringing in brands and creating
that right program. But there are ways, and you
have to be creative in your approach...”

the airport wants to receive from airlines versus nonairline sources? What is the optimum?

BAKER: An optimum will vary by airport.

Right now, for example, at Dulles and National, we are
at about 40 percent non-airline revenue to airline revenue.
We would love to flip that, to make it 60 percent non-airline
revenue, so that we are less dependent upon the fluctuation
—Stu Holcombe, HDS Retail
in passenger traffic to offset the cost of operating the airport,
but that is a goal that we are setting. Other airports may
have a different approach to it, and it really depends on
BAKER: The other piece that I had
what your assets are that you are able to leverage.
mentioned earlier was looking at
the land around airports and the
Airport Magazine: You are going to expand at Dulles by opening up
opportunity to develop the land
more land for development. What can you do at National? You are pretty well
around airports. Dulles is embarking
boxed in there.
upon that in the next several months.
There will be new requests for
BAKER: Yes, but, again, it’s adaptability, and I’m rogue enough to want
information out there for people
to believe that, in time, there are people who will ask whether there is a
to come out that are interested in
better way to utilize the land around National Airport. Could we identify
developing that land.
something that could maintain its historic character but be a conventional
You look at partnering with other
conference center on National, without giving up the historic context in
businesses around the airport. We
which it has to exist?
are looking at car washes and tying
We are expanding parking to deal with the need for additional parking,
that into parking and getting to share which is another revenue that is usually the chief source of revenue for an
the revenue that comes from the car
airport. So, again, what appears to be constrained just leads to adaptability.
wash. There are all kinds of innovative ways of looking at trying to
Airport Magazine: Do you see a slowdown in the RFPs coming out for
leverage the asset that is the airport.
airports wanting new concession space?
The other piece I thought about as
you were speaking is the extent to
BANDUCCI: There has definitely been a slowdown this year, and I think
which concessions and concession
that’s a good thing. Most everyone has hit the pause button to wait and see
space needs to be adaptable. We were what happens and see which airlines land where and who survives.
talking about how do you expand as
A few airports have come out with RFPs, and we certainly look at them,
you need to expand and contract?
and we’ve passed on a few, probably a few more than we are used to passing
The other thing that we haven’t
on, but there are still some good opportunities out there. It’s just fewer, and,
talked about is technology, the
again, that’s probably better right now.
ability to speed up the transaction
time, which essentially gives you
HOLCOMBE: I would say it’s probably running about two-thirds less than
more concession space, if you will, as
what we would normally see out there.
people look to being able to pay with
their cell phones instead of credit
BAKER: Airports are holding back because none of us know what’s going
cards. Technology makes you able to
to happen, and we don’t want to put an RFP on the street anticipating that
process 100 passengers at the speed at
things are going to be better in a year than they are now and have undersold
which it currently takes 50 passengers, the asset. But to the extent that the RFP allows for that adjustment to occur,
which essentially gives you twice as
that allows for that upside that my colleague referenced earlier to occur, then
much concession space, if you have
it does make you more comfortable putting an RFP out there.
the staffing in place to do that.
We have also held on some. We have said to some tenants, “Let’s just keep
So I think you are going to see
you in place. Let’s give you an extension, not require reinvestment at this
adaptability in the future. I don’t
time,” but at the end of the day, we’ve got to be mindful of the passenger’s
think the model is through evolving.
experience. To the extent that we allow leases to roll without investment, that
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becomes a store that is less attractive
to the passenger, which ultimately
undercuts our desire for revenue. So
it all is a very delicate science.
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Airport Magazine: Is street
pricing still a problem, or has
that now been accepted, and is it
generally available?
BAKER: It’s been accepted by the
airports. I think passengers still see
airports as a place where prices are
higher than off airport, and that
becomes a marketing effort on the
airport’s part.
We spend a lot of time and energy
trying to encourage people to
respond when they see something
that does not appear to be street
pricing. Airports have learned,
and unfortunately not been able to
communicate that learning, that to
the extent that people feel that they
are getting a value, they will spend
more. To the extent that they don’t,
they will not.

BANDUCCI: If airports want
street pricing, they can have it,
but I think it has to be part of an
overall package that makes sense
for concessionaires.
If you want to have street pricing,
high rents and five- to seven-year
lease terms, it is not going to work
for most concessionaires. But
if you have longer terms, lower
rents, and less stringent build-out
requirements, I think you can have
something more along the lines of
street or fair pricing.
There was a large J.D. Power
study done a few years ago that
found that to passengers in
airports, pricing wasn’t the most
important to them. They want
variety and choice, cleanliness
in food and beverage facilities
and good customer service, and
that’s what we’ve focused on;
those areas that they have told us
through surveys that they are most
interested in.
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HOLCOMBE: You don’t lose people
because of price. What you lose them
for is the perception of value that
they associate with the price that
they are paying for that particular
service or product. From our focus,
pricing is always going to be an issue
that we’ll always have debates about,
and I think that it really is going
to come down to the fundamentals:
what do we use as the benchmark to
establish what street pricing actually
is, and what are the services that we
are providing. Then we identify those
common grounds and what is going to
be used as the standard. And I think
that’s reasonable.
You know, in the retail
environment, most of our products
are already at street pricing because
you already have pre-priced
magazines and pre-priced books.
We do have certain other elements
that we have the ability to adjust,
but I think for the most part, we
are already at street pricing. But we
do have to find what the common
foundation and that common
balance is between airport operators
and retail operators and food and
beverage operators.

BAKER: You cannot call for street
pricing and then expect the rents to
be at the same level as they would
be if you did not have street pricing.
You have to rely upon the customer’s
decision to make that decision based
on value, as Stu said. But that’s the
reason why most airports are looking
at regional and national concepts
because it speaks to value. The
name itself speaks — what you are
buying in a branded concept is an
articulation of value.
Then the passenger has to
understand and appreciate that that
value is the same on airport as it is
off airport, and that is where we get
into the challenge because it is more
expensive to operate at an airport
than it is off airport.
So, if you are going to require the
same pricing structure, you have to
anticipate that the return is going to
be in volume, not in percentage. A

RESILIENCY

EDGE:
By Michelle Adams

Program Gives Airport Employees

Tools To Manage Pressure

W

hen Gerard McLaughlin saw a woman looking lost on the
Air Train platform late one night at New York’s Kennedy
International Airport, he had a choice to make: McLaughlin, an
Air Train agent whose shift had just ended, could go off duty as he was entitled to do, or he could engage the woman and try to solve her problem.
McLaughlin chose the latter. When he approached the woman, he learned that she
had wandered onto the Air Train platform after her flight to Miami, the last flight of
the night, had been canceled. She started to cry, and McLaughlin reassured her, then
he offered to ride with her to other terminals until they could find an alternate way to
get her home.
McLaughlin, a participant in the Resiliency Edge program at Kennedy International,
made a choice that all employers hope their employees would make in these
pressured times. But it’s getting harder for employees to engage distressed customers,
studies show, because stresses on them are intensifying even as they are accelerating for
travelers. When pressures build, experts say, the normal human impulse is to pull back
and disengage rather than engage. That can kill an airport’s hard-earned service image.
The Resiliency Edge program, offered through the Human Resiliency Institute at
Fordham University’s Graduate School of Education, is keyed to support service
levels by giving airport employees tools to manage their pressures so they are able to
meet the needs of travelers with problems.
In a nutshell, the goal of the program is to support airport employees to be more
resilient so they can be more productive. When employees remain fully engaged,
they create three winners: travelers win because they have their problems solved,
employees win because they learn how to manage their pressures, and airports win
because they protect their businesses and the bottom line.
Resiliency Edge is designed to complement an airport’s existing customer training
efforts, or operate as a stand-alone. The program was introduced in 2008 for New
York airports under the leadership of Susan Baer, deputy director of aviation for the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey.
Baer, along with the general managers of Kennedy International, Newark Liberty
and LaGuardia airports — Jerry Spampanato, John Jacoby and Warren Kroeppel,
respectively — wanted to give New York airport employees a means to deal with the
pressures of congestion, delays and security anxieties travelers were displacing onto
them. A survey conducted with employees at Kennedy International by Fordham
found that four out of five front-line workers were feeling a “spillover” effect from
stresses affecting the travelers, creating the potential for productivity liabilities.
“We saw the spin on the ball,” said Spampanato. “As travelers grew more stressed,
they were putting their anxieties onto our front-line people. We wanted to support
our employees, so they could support our customers.”
AirportMagazine.net | august/september 2009
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Based on success in New York, where 97 percent of
participants in a pilot said they found the tools “helpful”
and the program operates as a complement to the port
authority’s “Customer Care” effort, AAAE Chair John Duval,
A.A.E., took the lead to create a partnership between AAAE
and the Human Resiliency Institute at Fordham to make the
program a signature of his year as chair, one in which he
has identified the economy as his main theme.
“The quality that makes Resiliency Edge unique,” said
Duval, “is it’s two things in one. It’s a next-generation
customer service program, but more importantly the
program increases productivity — and that can help airports
optimize their investment in their employees and save
costs, while boosting service.”
Dr. James Hennessy, dean of Fordham’s Graduate
School of Education, sees the partnership as a perfect link
between business and academia. “In business, if it can’t
be measured, it can’t be managed,” said Hennessy. “We’re
excited to provide the metrics to prove the relationship
between resiliency and productivity.”
The program achieves its blend of service and productivity
enhancement with a three-part approach that includes:
• A two-hour training module that uses four key
resiliency traits — adaptability, engagement, optimism
and “pro-action” — to give workers the tools they need to
become problem-solvers for harried travelers.

• Training for supervisors to enable them to become coaches
to motivate front-line employees to apply the tools in the field.
• Enlisting airport stakeholders to provide support from the
top, including an incentive, to recognize top performers and
ensure long-term success and sustainability.
“There’s been a marked difference in our employees’ attitude
since they took the program,” said Sanchita Jimenez, director
of Bombardier, which operates the Air Train at JFK. “They
appreciate that the airport recognizes the pressures they deal
with. This translates as greater enthusiasm on their part to get
involved with our customers’ problems, and that helps Air
Train and the airport.”
Or as the woman from Miami said to Gerard McLaughlin one
late night as he rode the Air Train with her instead of hopping
in his car and heading home, “Thank you for taking an interest
in me.” A
To learn more about Resiliency Edge and the partnership between
AAAE and Fordham to expand the benefits of this program to airports
nationally, contact Tom Murphy, director, Human Resiliency Institute
at Fordham, through the program Web site, www.humanresiliency.com,
or at tomurphy@fordham.edu, or (360) 731- 0603, or contact Will James,
AAAE consultant, at will.james@aaae.org.
Michelle Adams is marketing director for Fordham University’s Graduate School of
Education. She may be reached at miadams@fordham.edu.
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lessonslearned

Denver International Airport Considers
Implementing Organic Waste Composting Program
By Mark Kunugi

D

enver International currently
is evaluating the results of a
pilot program that increased
the diversion of organic waste from
the airport to determine whether the
program can be made permanent and
expanded throughout the terminal.
In April 2008, the city and county
of Denver’s Solid Waste Management
Division and Denver International
Airport (DEN) received a grant from
the Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment’s Recycling
Resources Economic Opportunity
Fund. The grant funded a pilot project
to study the potential of increasing
the diversion of organic waste from
both non-commercial (the department
of aviation offices) and commercial
sources within the airport.
DEN’s project ran from January
2009 through April 2009 and was

Photo 1
designed to evaluate the viability of
commercial composting at the airport.
DEN is the first international
airport in the U.S. to develop
and implement a facility-wide
International Organization for
Standards (ISO) 14001-certified
Environmental Management System

(EMS). The airport’s EMS sets aggressive goals in pollution prevention,
waste minimization and sustainability.
The study was confined to two
operational areas: concessions
(restaurant, retail and service) in
the Jeppesen Terminal and select
employee break rooms in the
terminal and airport office building.
DEN’s three concourses were not
included in the study.
Sixteen vendors in the Jeppesen
Terminal, primarily food and restaurant vendors, and 11 break room
areas participated in the study. Food
vendors and restaurants diverted
primarily pre-consumer food wastes.
In employee break rooms, post-consumer food wastes primarily were
diverted. Vendor staff segregated
pre-consumer wastes and put them
into 23-gallon tall, slim kitchen containers (Photo 1) or into 2-gallon countertop kitchen pails
lined with biodegradable
bags. Post-consumer wastes
were collected in the 2-gallon
containers. Overall, approximately 50 containers were
used during the project.
A pick-up schedule was
determined by estimating the
amount of material thought
to be generated from each
location. Containers were
picked up daily between 7
a.m. and 9:30 p.m.
In all, more than 800
weekly collections were
made, resulting in a total
of 9,400 collections for the
entire project. During the first
two weeks of the pilot program,
every collection was monitored
by airport environmental services
staff to evaluate the collection
schedule, to monitor waste material
for contamination, to educate
participants and to take notes. After

Photo 2
the initial two weeks, five to six
collections per week were monitored.
Materials were collected from the
slim and countertop containers using
either a 65-gallon tub or janitorial
tilt cart. These were emptied into
a 30-cubic-yard, open-top, roll-off
container (Photo 2). Collection staff
time and salaries were donated by:
Integrated Service Solutions, AECOM
and DEN Environmental Services, as
well as other airport departments. The
compost roll-off then was transported
weekly by Waste Management to the
A-1 Organics compost facility located
in Keenesburg, Colo.
Program acceptance increased
as the project progressed. The first
step was to establish a good training
program. The training, which
consisted of a series of hands-on
and classroom-style sessions, was
designed to educate both vendor and
collection staff on acceptable and
non-acceptable compost materials. As
part of the training, printed training
materials were provided (Photo 3).
Another factor that helped program acceptance was the hands-on
approach taken by collection personnel. Monitoring each collection dur-
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Breakdown of program costs
Category	
Equipment
Design and Printing
Labor
Hauling and Tipping Fees

Creating Value ...

Cost %
15
4
71
9

Notes
Containers, bio-bags
Training Materials
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ing the first two weeks of the program
allowed personnel to mitigate problems quickly to minimize disruptions
to the vendors. It also helped to establish informal lines of communication
between the project administrators
(DEN Environmental Services) and
the vendors.
Because of this, odor complaints,
contamination issues, equipment
concerns and scheduling issues were
addressed quickly and kept to a
minimum.
Over the course of the project,
DEN collected as much as 39 tons,
or approximately 151 cubic yards
of organic waste, to be composted.
These quantitative estimates were
derived from individual container
measurements taken during the project
(about 3 percent of all containers).
Actual roll-off weights weren’t taken
because a scale wasn’t available at
the composting facility. Per-ton costs
for the project were approximately
250 percent higher than the cost of
normal trash hauling because the pilot
program was customized. Should
composting continue and expand
throughout the airport, these costs are
expected to decline. A
Mark Kunugi is environmental public health manager
at Denver International Airport. He may be reached at
Mark.Kunugi@flydenver.com.

by Louis D. Wolinetz

industrymetrics

Non-Aviation Fees Important in a Down Economy

M

any airports are struggling to maintain
financial stability as passenger levels
decrease due to the recession, with most
revenue sources tied either directly or indirectly to
passenger levels.
We have been hearing anecdotally that nonairline revenues, such as parking, rental car and
concessions, have decreased even faster than
enplanements (EPAX), placing additional stress on
airport budgets.
This column examines the relationship between
passenger volume and non-airline revenue to
see how directly the two have been connected
during the recession. If the anecdotal evidence is
correct, we would expect parking, rental car and
concessions revenue to have decreased by the
same or larger percentage as passengers.
U.S. passenger enplanements were down by 3.7
percent in 2008 (compared with 2007) to 741.4
million. Furthermore, the last five months of
2008 were the roughest, with EPAX down more
than 5 percent each month compared with 2007,
with a high of -12.78 percent in November 2008.
Revenues falling by even greater percentages
would, of course, be harmful to airport finances.
To analyze this relationship, we conducted two
analyses. The first is a broad sampling of all large,
medium, small and non-hub airports for which data
was available that compares 2007 and 2008 results
for these categories. This analysis is imperfect,
since the major effects of the recession did not hit
until the latter half of 2008. To overcome this, we
provide case examples from a selection of airports
with data through May/June 2009.

Revenues Held the Line in 2008
The results of broad 2008 sampling are somewhat
surprising. Of 304 airports analyzed using FAA
Form 127 data, relatively few had parking revenue
reductions that were a larger percentage than
enplaned passenger reductions.
On the contrary, 60 percent of the airports
actually managed to increase parking revenue
even as EPAX generally declined in 2008. As
shown in Figure 1, while most airports suffered a
decrease in passengers in 2008, reductions in nonairline revenues were typically less than the loss
of passengers. Only 10 percent or fewer reported
losses of revenue greater than their loss in EPAX at
large, medium and small hub airports (small hub
concessions excepted). Results were consistent
across hub sizes, with the exception of non-hub

airports, which struggled to maintain revenue. This is due to an
increase in revenue per EPAX, most likely as airports were able to
raise rates to counteract lower passenger volumes.
Figure 1: Percentage of Airports Where Non-Airline Revenues
Decreased More Than EPAX 2007 to 2008
Number of Airports
in Sample

LH
MH
SH
NH

29
36
68
171

% with Decreased Parking Decreased
EPAX in 2008
more than EPAX

76%
81%
82%
65%

Rental Car Down
More than EPAX

10%
8%
7%
20%

Concessions Down
More than EPAX

10%
8%
7%
11%

10%
3%
19%
25%

A number of potential reasons exist that airports have
outperformed expectations in 2008.
• Parking and other non-airline rates at many airports have
increased to offset declining passengers.
• The recession may have had a greater effect on leisure traffic
compared with business traffic. Leisure travelers are more likely to
arrive in groups, park in economy (or off-airport) lots, or to get a ride
and not park at all. Therefore, a reduction in leisure traffic would
increase parking revenue per EPAX.
• Business travelers, being more time sensitive than price
sensitive, are less likely to move to cheaper lots even as the
economy dipped.
• It takes time to adjust to new travel habits. Early in the
recession, travelers may not have made changes in their travel.

2009 May be a Different Story
We analyzed 2009 financial data at six airports to determine if
parking revenues are decreasing faster than passenger enplanements.
In each case, 2009 revenues were compared with the equivalent time
period in 2008. For all airports except Panama City, the time period
of analysis was January-May 2009. For Panama City, the analysis
period was October 2008-June 2009.
The case study analysis demonstrates that, as suggested
anecdotally, parking revenues have declined
NOTE: Red numbers
faster than passenger level at five of six case
indicate a non-airline
study airports. In most cases, the difference
revenue decrease of
greater magnitude
was substantial: the average decrease in parking
than the decrease in
revenue was 54 percent greater than the decrease
EPAX at the same
airport
in EPAX. At the five airports where parking losses
Figure 2: Change in 2009 Non-Aviation Revenue Compared to EPAX
Change 2008-2009

2008 EPAX

Nashville (BNA)
Washington National (DCA)
Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW)
Washington Dulles (IAD)
Panama City, Fla (PFN)
San Diego (SAN)
Average

4,637,801
8,692,131
27,206,541
11,287,621
161,437
9,007,602
10,165,522

EPAX

Parking
Revenue

Rental Car
Revenue

Concessions
Revenue

-5.12%
-4.20%
-5.36%
-6.90%
-7.11%
-11.43%
-6.69%

-7.78%
-8.30%
-13.91%
-9.20%
-11.62%
-2.40%
-8.87%

-7.85%
11.60%
-4.03%
6.20%
-0.21%
-5.50%
0.03%

-9.22%
0.21%
-9.01%
-8.40%
-1.28%
-10.70%
-6.40%
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outpaced EPAX declines, the average decrease was
81 percent greater, with only Washington Dulles
(33 percent) below 50 percent.
The effect seen in parking did not, for the most
part, carry over as strongly to rental car and concessions revenues. Rental car revenues held up
surprising well, with only one studied airport
(Nashville) reporting a larger decrease in revenue
than EPAX. Concessions revenue results were
more mixed. At three case study airports, concessions revenue dropped by a greater percentage than
EPAX, and only Nashville and San Diego experienced a larger decrease in concessions revenue than
in parking revenue. The floor in revenues provided
by minimum annual guarantees (MAGs) for concessions likely provided some protection against
declining passengers.
Figure 3 shows how revenue per EPAX has
changed for the non-airline revenues analyzed at
the case study airports. On average, parking revenue per EPAX fell by an average of 2.2 percent
at the airports, while they actually were able to
increase rental car and concession revenue on a
per-EPAX basis. This may demonstrate that airports have been able to hold the line or increase
rates for rental cars and concessions.

successfully keep non-airline revenues up in
2008 despite declining traffic in the second half
of the year.
While airports can, and have, increased parking,
concession fee and rental rates to increase revenue
per EPAX, there still has been a deterioration in nonairline revenue in nearly all categories at the case
study airports, with only MWAA able to improve
rental car revenue at National and Dulles airports.
In developing budgets for fiscal 2010, airports
should keep these effects in mind. In addition,
airports can expect significant pushback on
concessions minimum guarantees, as many
concessionaires likely are paying the MAG due to
the drop in passenger volume. A
How does this experience compare with your airport?
If you would like to share your ideas and information,
please e-mail lwolinetz@imggroup.com.
Louis D. Wolinetz is senior manager, Infrastructure Management Group
Inc. He may be reached at lwolinetz@imggroup.com.
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Conclusions
The analysis supports anecdotal evidence that
airports have recently experienced declines in
non-airline revenues, particularly parking revenue,
that outpace declines in EPAX in 2009.
This trend may be new for 2009, as previous
data shows that airports were generally able to
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For more information on airports
and the aviation industry, go to
www.airportmagazine.net.

Figure 3: Change in Non-Airline Revenue per EPAX
Change 2008-2009
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Parking per
EPAX

Rental Car per
EPAX

Concession per
EPAX

BNA

-2.8%

-2.9%

-4.3%

DCA

-4.2%

16.6%

4.6%

DFW

-9.0%

1.4%

-3.9%

IAD

-2.5%

14.1%

-1.7%

PFN

-4.9%

7.4%

6.3%

SAN

10.3%

19.5%

2.0%

Average

-2.2%

9.4%

0.5%
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assengers by airport
traffic for May 2009

Airport

2009

2008

Austin-Bergstrom International

691,883

826,192

-14.5

Bradley International (Conn.)

502,892

567,824

-11.4

Chicago O’Hare International

5,592,946

7,270,708

-23.1

Cleveland Hopkins International

834,239

1,046,688

-20.3

Dallas-Fort Worth International

4,720,803

5,021,051

-6.0

Denver International

4,192,174

4,450,742

Fort Wayne (Ind.) International

45,628

52,972

-13.9

Indianapolis International

645,206

737,603

-12.5

Kansas City International

867,590

987,877

-12.2

Manchester-Boston Regional

277,905

344,068

-19.2

Orlando International

2,870,752

3,141,596

Quad City International (Ill.)

77,394

80,385

-4.0

Reno-Tahoe International

312,441

370,145

-15.6

Rogue Valley-Medford (Ore.)

51,150

54,002

-5.3

San Antonio International

639,727

730,292

-12.4

San Diego International

1,423,845

1,592,638

-10.6

San Luis Obispo (Calif.) Regional

19,628

29,493

-33.4

South Bend (Ind.) Regional

53,399

62,757

-14.9

Southwest Florida International

524,520

576,143

-8.9

Washington Dulles International

1,430,726

1,579,430

-9.4

Domestic and International Fares
Airlines Reporting Corporation

% Change

-5.8

-8.6

08 Domestic Fares
08 International Fares
09 Domestic Fares
09 International Fares

left

Denver International has selected Parsons
Transportation Group to serve as program
manager for the airport’s South Terminal
Redevelopment Program. The airport’s
plans to develop the area directly south
of the Jeppesen Terminal include a new
Westin Hotel, the FasTracks station, an
open-air plaza above the station, and
expansion of levels five and six of the
terminal. An announcement from the
airport said that the selection of Parsons
was based on the company’s proposed
personnel, expertise, and the inclusion of
Santiago Calatrava as the group’s signature
architect. The contract between the airport
and Parsons has a seven-year term, with
up to two two-year extensions, for a total
maximum cost of $160 million.
URS Corp. announced that it has been
awarded a contract by the city of Dallas to
manage the capital development program
at Dallas Love Field. Separately, the
architectural firm of Corgan Associates said
that it was selected as the architect of record
for the Love Field improvement program.
The improvement program consists of
a number of projects totaling $1 billion.
The projects include modernization of the
terminal building complex and possibly
the construction of an automated people
mover system between the terminal and
the Dallas Area Rapid Transit Love Field
station. The program also will include
airfield improvements.

Grey- 09 Domestic
Black- 09 International
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California’s Bob Hope Airport has
retained Ricondo and Associates on a
$94,450 contract to undertake the initial
environmental review of a proposed
regional intermodal transit center at the
airport. In addition, the project includes
the construction of a publicly accessible
compressed natural gas facility.
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The Metropolitan Nashville Airport
Authority Board of Commissioners
has approved a contract for Hardaway
Construction Corp. for work involved with
the second phase of the interior renovation
of the passenger terminal and concourses
at Nashville International. Phase II
construction is slated to begin this summer
and continue through March 2011. A
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AAAE’s 2009 Corporate Cup of Excellence was
awarded to TransSolutions and was accepted
by Gloria Bender (left) and Belinda Hargrove, the
company’s managing principals and co-owners.
Since 1986, AAAE has been awarding the Corporate
Cup of Excellence to a company that supports
airports and the airport management profession.
TransSolutions, a AAAE corporate member for a
number of years, has supported the association’s
professional conferences and recently assisted with
the charity events held in conjunction with AAAE’s
Annual Conference and Exposition.
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association president, leading the organization “from a
small voice in Washington to an aviation organization that
is second to none and greatly respected in Congress, by
successive administrations, as well as by leaders throughout
the aviation community.”
Elwood also noted the prominent role Barclay has played
on the national stage during his more than 30-year tenure at
AAAE with service on the National Airline Commission, the
National Civil Aviation Review Commission, and on thenDOT Secretary Norman Mineta’s Rapid Response Team
immediately following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
“Chip’s contribution to these government commissions is
a clear indication that his leadership is widely recognized,”
Elwood said. “And I have seen his calmness in a crisis
during the past year, as he maintained a cool and steady
hand during a time of great business upheaval. He has
positioned AAAE to weather these difficult times and
emerge with the strength needed to provide the products
and services so important to the membership.” A
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